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Princeton, Caldwell County, Kentucky, Thursday, July 28, 1949

inct Officers
med For Aug. 6
mary Election

Stan The Man

0 Men And Women
Serve At Polls
nounced By
eriff Towery
tion officers have been
for Caldwell county's 25
' cts in the coming primary
ion Saturday, Aug. 6, Sheriff
Towery reports. Those to
at the polls are:
Conway
1—Mrs.
ineeton
y (D), clerk; P. L. Hopper,
sheriff; Mrs. Lucie Satter(D), Mrs. Henry Butler
judges.
inceton 2—Mrs. William
man (R), clerk; Mrs. R. Roy
ry (D), sheriff; Mrs. Fred
enson (R), Mrs. John T.

BY Ca
3141

5!

ge (D), judges.
Mrs. Frances
inceton
ton (D).. clerk; Guy Smith
sheriff; 5. J. Cantrell (D),
John Eison (R), judges.
inceton 4 — Mrs. Herbert
(R), clerk; L. C. Lisman
sheriff; Mrs Charles Hub(R), Pepper Jones (D),
es.
inceton 5 — Rogers Picker(D), clerk; Howard Picker(R), sheriff; G. D. Taylor
Mrs. Willie S. Mitchell (R).
es.
inceton 6 — Mrs. Charles
er (R), clerk; King Satter(D), sheriff; Mrs. Lewis
:ns (R), Mrs. Pearl Boitnott
:dges.
ston 7 — Mrs. R. S. Sneed
clerk; Arthur Faughn (R),
iff; Mrs. Cleveland Hayes
, Mrs. Robert Coleman (R),
es. •
inceton 8 — Mrs. Mack Clift
clerk; Mrs. Herman Banis(DI, sheriff; Arthur Pettit
, Mrs. W. W. Whitis (D),
• eton 9 — J. D. Morse
rit:. Willie Creelunur (R),
Joel Boitnott (D), Dick
:is (R), judges.
inceton 10 -- Mrs. Novella
wright (R). clerk; Mrs. S.
inlet (D), sheriff: Lucian
inson (R), Mrs. Don Bolt(D), judges.
inceton 11 — Mrs. Boyd
• '.eld (D), clerk; Chester
ns (R), sheriff; Mrs. D.
Lease turn to page seven)

H Club Members
Attend Camp
ill Be At Murray
onday Through
iday
d to
ors

Fl
One

AAA

h the
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once
free

veral 4-H Club members
Caldwell county plan to
d the annual 4-H camp
t week on the campus of
ray State College, Murray.
ong those planning to atare Hazel Swatzell, Carolyn
Adams, Leslie Conway La, Delrose Creasey, Doris
rge, Margaret Hopper, MarBrown, Sue Wadlington,
Grace Boitnott, Jeanne
rbut, Ann Neal, Marian Joy
, Faye Young, Richard
-is. George
B. Drennan,
Hulet Traylor, Jerry M.
James Hubbard, Charles
-nnan, Ralph Anderson,
Wallace, Robert Sisk,
Lisaaby, Jimmy Harper,
i Jones, Dorothy Louise
el, Charlotte Akers, Jean,ker, Gene Sherrill, Celen
Harold Rogers, Shelby
n Kannady, and Patsy Sue
rry.
e group will be accompanied
"-; Wilma Vandiver, home
tration agent; Miss Maxassistant home deition agent, and R. A.
county agent.
members can still make
tions by calling the coun,; rit's office on or before SatV, July 30, Mr. Mabry said.
--oximately 300 4-H'ers of
',e-Tradewater counties are
to attend the camp,
opens Monday and conthrough Friday. The procill
classes, handit, recreation, vespers and
ial evening programs.

o Are Fined

ce

nle Rust was fined $110 retly for driving while drunk
operating a motor vehicle
out a license, and Eugene
Was fined $15 and costs of
for reckless driving. All
ges were brought by the
Police..
,
Norm
rieY Qui
Isa in

Sue Cartwright and
have returned from
on, Ariz.

World Record Muskie

I Estimated $10,000
To Be Saved Yearly
By Princetonians

Association Also Will
Help With Fair Exhibit, Sponsor Achievement Day

Fire Insurance Rates
Are Reduced On
Dwellings, And
Farm Property

Here's the fellow the Brooklyn
Dodgers won't forget soon. He is
Stan Musial, St. Louis Cords outfielder and ringleader in a surge
that put the Redbirds in first
place in the Nationat League. He
completed a batting cycle—single,
double, triple, and homer, plus a
walk—scored three runs and batted in four others against Brooklyn as the Cards won, 14-1. The
smile came in the dressing rporn
after his performance (July 24).
(AP Wirephoto)

Polio Warnings
Are Issued Here
No Cases Reported
In Caldwell, Health
Office Says
Four cases of polio have been
reported in nearby Hickman county and 110 in the entire State, but
so far none has been reported to
health officials in Caldwell county.
Precautionary measures against
the disease have been recommended by the State health department for the hot weather
ahead, the time when polio takes
its heaviest toll, Dr. W. L. Cash,
county health officer, said. These
suggestions include:
It is wise to be sure that children do not become overtired from
playing or strenuous exercises,
since fatigue weakens the body's
resistance to infection. Any sort
of debilitating surgery or other
unusual activity, such as camping,
swimming, visiting or travel,
should be avoided during these
months. The polio virus can attack sensitive tissues particularly during a period of lowered resistance. It is also essential that
every member of the family wash
his hands before preparing or
of
Avoidance
eating food.
crowds is one of the most important measures in preventing
polio.
Should a child complain of not
feeling well, consult a doctor at
once. If he diagnoses the case as
polio and hospitalization is needed, the doctor will have information about where it can be obtained, or in the local health department may be able to furnish advice.
Above all, there is no need for
panic. About seventy-five percent of polio cases recover without a trace of crippling. In an
epidemic area the chances of contracting polio are only one in a
thousand.

District Chairman To
Speak At Garden Club
Mrs. J. M. Shields, Louisville,
chairman of the Dogwood District of Garden Clubs of Kentucky, will speak on "Prepar,
ing Specimens for a Shaw" at
a meeting of the Princeton Rose
and Garden Club, 7:30 o'clock,
Thursday night, Aug. 4, in the•
George Coon Library. Members
are asked to bring a porch arrangement and a specimen zinnia for Mrs. Shields to judge
for the monthly award.

Fredonia Group Attends
County S. S. Convention

Merchants Vote
To Spend $1,500
For Xmas Lights
Princeton Retail Merchants Association
meeting
members,
Monday afternoon in the basement of the Kentucky Utilities

Princetonians will be saved an
estimated $10,000 a year. on fire
insurance premiums under the
new schedule of fire insurance
rates announced Monday by
State Insurance Director Spalding Southall, agencies here predict.
Reduction on dwellings is
from 34 cents to 28 cents on
the $100 of insurance, as saving
of six cents. Reduction on farm
property is about 12 percent.
These reductions do not affect
the rates on rated buildings, such
as commercial buildings in downtown Princeton.
Annual savings to Kentucky
policyholders are expected to
be about $1,347,000, Mr. Southall said. The revised schedule
was submitted to the Division
of Insurance for review by the
Kentucky Inspection Bureau as
representative of the insurance
underwriters.
"The reduced rates, effective
Monday. July 25, represent the
largest single reduction in the
cost of insurance. throughout the
State ever effected by the Division of Insurance," Mr. Southall said. "The cut brings to more
than $1,437,000 the total savings to fire insurance policy
holders approved by the Division in the last two months. Premiums on tobacco storage warehouses, which accounts for the
additional reduction of $90,000,
were lowered May 16."
The new schedule on all classes of property was made in conformance with established actuarial practice as required by
Kentucky Revised Statue 296.420
and on the basis of the underwriting fire loss experience in
Kentucky, Mr. Southall added.

building, voted to spend $1,500
this year, at the rate of $1 for
each front foot on Main street,
for Christmas lights and decorations. It was indicated this as-.essment will be continued several years, or until the business
district is abundantly lighted
and decorated for the Yuletide
season.
The merchants voted unanimously to give the same cash
support to the preparation of
Caldwell county's exhibit and
booth at the State Fair as was
Cal Johnson of Teal Lake dit provided last year.
plays the 76-pound, 8-ounce mug; On motion it was decided to
kellunge he caught July 24 in Lac sponsor an achievement proCourt Oreilles, near Hayward, gram, with suitable prizes and
Wis. Johnson, fishing editor of awards, for the 4-H Club and
Sports Afield magazine, claims a Future Farmer chapters of the
new world record. The largest county, with a public program
muskie previously caught weigh- at the courthouse this fall, this
ed 621
/
2 pounds. It was taken in formal recognition to replace a
Favil Lake, Wis., last year by 'banquet which the merchants
Alois Hanser of Lac du Flambeau, have tendered these young citiWis. Johnson's monster was 60% zens the last several years. Presiinches long; girth 33% inches. dent Joe P. Wilcox named J.
(AP Wirephoto)
B. Lester, Billy Newsom and
Cecil Smith a committee to
arrange the program and provide the awards.
A request received, indirectly,
from the Teas Gas Transmission
Corporation that "two or three
stores" be open here Thursday
Four Will Represent
nights, to cash payroll checks
West Kentucky In
and sell work clothing to the
State Contests
crew of men laying a gas pipeline
Four members of the Butler in this vicinity and, eventually,
High School Chapter, Future through this county, was disFarmers of America, will rep- cussed at length and the members voted not to change the
resent West Kentucky District
present arrangement which proin contests at the twe. ntieth an- vides for closing of
stores at
nual convention of the Kentucky noon Thursdays, through AugAssociation, Future Farmers 'lot ust.
J. B. Lester, for the Farmers
America, this weekend in LouNational Bank, and Henry Seviisville.
son, for the First National Bank,
Ellis Johnston will represent spoke
'briefly, saying their inthe district in Burley tobacco stitutions probably could work
farming achievement; Marshall out some plan for cashing the
Etheridge, piano solo; Claudie pipeline workers' checks.
Boaz, vocal solo, and Billie
A motion by Frank G. Wood
ell, orchestral instrument that the stores close Wednesday
solo.
afternoons instead
of thursFloyd Dunbar will apply for day afternoons was withdrawn,
Kentucky Farmer degree. The after discussion which showed
Butler chapter has no State strong opposition to the suggesfarmers this year.
tion.
Herbert Lee Scott, chapter
member, and James D. Maddox,
Five Democrats Named
agriculture teacher, will also attend the convention which opens By Executive Committee
'Five men were named Saturtoday.
day afternpon by the Democratic Executive Committee from
James Lisanby To Be
which one will be chosen by the
Commander On Cruise
State election committee to serve
Midshipman James W. Lisan- as Democratic election commisby will serve as first company sioner in Caldwell county, Dr.
commander on the Destroyer Wil- B. L. Keeney, chairman, anson when the ship leaves on a nounces. Selected were Sylmon
two months' cruise to France. Mr. Ward, Johnny McChesney, J. C.
Lisanby has been spending a Vinson, G. L. Chambers and
leave from the U. S. Naval Paul Jones Morse.
Academy, Annapolis, Md., wiah
Lisanby. He left Monday to visit
Hatler Conducts Revival
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alvin
At
Pilot Baptist Church
New York, N. Y., before returnRev. H. G. M. Hatler, pastor
his brother, Charles Lisanby,
of First Baptist Church, started
ing to the Academy.
a two weeks' revival Monday
night at the Pilot Baptist Church,
n Western Vacation
Mr. and Mrs. K. R. Cummins Lincoln County. Rev. J. R. Penand daughter. Wanda, will leave dergraph, Eddyville, will fill the
this week for Colorado, the Fiist Baptist pulpit Sunday.
Grand Canyon and other scenic
points in the West on a two-weeks Works In Dispensary
Capt. Edna Collins is now
vacation. The Cummins insurance
office will be in charge of Miss working in a general dispensary
Milladean Scott in Mr. Cummins' in a hotel, Tokyo, Japan, friends
hire have been informed.
absence.

Butler FFA.Boys
To Attend Meet

Brown Attends Soil
Meeting In Louisville
M. P. Brown, Jr., represented
the supervisors of the Caldwell
County Soil Conservation District at the annual meeting of
the
Kentucky Association of
Soil Conservation Districts last
week in Louisville. He visited
his sister, Mrs. Charles Weber,
while in Louisville.

City Pays Part
On Parking Meters
Council Asks New Bids
On Filtration Plant
For Waterworks
Report of parking meter collections at Monday night's Council meeting showed sufficient
money had been received to pay
for the first 100 meters, purchased in 1946, and final payment to
the _Meter
Corporation
was,
authorized. The meters were installed in
July 1946, at a cost of approximating $8,000, on condition that
the Meter Corporation receive
one-half of the revenue until
the amount equaled installation
cost.
Plans for observing National
Fire Prevention Week early in
October were discussed and report was made of a visit lest
week of Fire Chief Joe East,
Hopkinsville, 4In the interest of
the
movement. The
Junior
Chamber of Commerce, Murray
Sell, president, will have charge
of the observance
Advertisements
calling for
bids for the proposed waterworks improvement were ordered for September 12, 1949. All
bids opened July 11, 1949, were
rejected as too high.
Report showed collection of
1949 city taxes aggregated more
than $12,600.

j

Those from First Presbyterian
Church, Fredonia, who. attended
the Caldwell county Sunday
School convention last Thursday
at God Springs Cumberland
Presbyterians Are
Presbyterian Church were Mr.
and Mrs. L. W. Guess, Mr. and Guests At Bethel
Members of Central PresbyMrs Jimmy Landes, J. E11111yard. Mrs. Cecil Brasher and terian Church were guests at a
Misses Imogene Wigginton and basket dinner and program last
Sunday at Bethel Church. About
Jane Belt.
125 persons were at the meeting. Rev. David W. Schulherr
Baptist Mission Will
preaches at Bethel each SaturBe Organized Church
day night.
Plans are being made to form
the Baptist Mission on Madison- To Have Picnic Tonight
ville street into an organized
The Young Adults Sunday
church Sunday. Aug. 21, About School class. Ogden Memorial
75 persons are already committed Methodist Church, will have a
to place their memberships there, family picnic at 6.30 o'clock tothe Rev. H. G. M. Hatter said. night at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
Further details will be announc- George Martin, Jr.. in the Otter
Pond community.
ed later.
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players will not be eligible for
the championship flight.
The golf course was thick with
players starting early Wednesday morning and caddies were
at a premium, altho many of the
visitors, knowing of this shorlage in advance brought their
own bag carriers.
Wednesday morning's low scorers for 9 holes were Bill Johnston. of the Elizabethtown Club,
36, and W. Turner, of Clarksville, 38. Princeton's top players
were expected to try for the
championship flight Wednesday
after400n.
With several previous TVGA

Mrs. Hugh Cherry
Dies In Louisville
Hospital Thursday

Byron, Calif.,— (AP) —A
chicken with no neck would
be a bigger boon to white
meat lovers than even the
new wingleas variety.
At least that idea occurred
to Lorenzo Armstrong when
he read about wingless birds
developed in the Widwest.
So Armstrong built his
hen houses with low roofs,
Feeding troughs were breast
high. The wire over the
chicken runs were lowered.
He figured if they kept their
heads down the chickens'
necks wouldn't grow.
He gave up today. The
chickens just got humpbacked.

Funeral Services
Conducted Saturday
Afternoon; Burial
In Cedar Hill
Mrs. Ann
Alicia Crittenden
Cherry, 44, wife of Hugh B.
Cherry, Sr., died Thursday, July
21, in St. Joseph Infirmary,
Louisville. Cause of death was
leukemia.
Sbe
was
among
Princeton's most exemplary and
'best loved women.
Funeral services were con-

- -(

150 Attend Meet
At Stroube Farm
Tour Of Fields And
Talks Highlight Day's
Activities
The field day last Friday on
the Raymond Stroube farm,
Cadiz Road, was attended by
approximately 150 farmers.
In the morning the group toured the farm and studied the
fertilizing and cropping program
followed by Mr. Stroube for the
last 15 years. One field of corn,
expected to produce about 100
bushels an acre this year, producted only 15 to 20 bushels an
acre when Mr. Stroube first
took over the farm.
Another feature was a Guernsey dairy herd that produced
about 8,000 pounds of milk and
40,1) pounds of butter fat a cow
last year. The visitors also saw
good pastures on the farm. A barbecue lunch was furnished by First National Bank
and
Farmers National Bank,
Princeton, and Fredonia Valley
Bank, Fredonia.
In the afternoon short talks
were made by John F. Graham,
Kentucky Bankers Association;
Glenn Williamson, field agent in
dairying, and Edd Daniels, field
agent in farm management, both
of the extension service, University of Kentucky

Five From Here
Attend Meeting
Federation Homemaker
Officers Plan
1949-50 Goals
Three Homemaker chairmen
and two persons from the extension office attended an officers meeting of the Pennyroyal District, Kentucky Federation of Homemakers, Wednesday,
July 20, Madisonville.
Those attending from here
were Mrs. Opal Rice, reading
chairman; Mrs. Alvin Lisanby,
publicity chairman; Mrs. Ray
Martin, substituting for Mrs.
Clifton Clift, citizenship chairman; Miss Wilma Vandiver,
home demonstration agent, and
Miss Maxine Garrigan, assistant
agent.
.
Miss Aida Henning, Miss Zelma Monroe and Miss Leone Gillett, assistant State leaders, met
with the membership, publicity
and reading groups, respectively. Mrs. Mary 0. Morris, home
demonstration agent of Webster
county, met with the citizenship
group. The meeting was to check
accomplishments and to study
goals for 1940-50.

Fred Byes, 32, made the cast of
his life when William Miller, 8,
fell into the swift Scioto River
(July 22). Byes whipped his fishing line at the floundering boy.
The line wrapped about the child's
foot; William grabbed it and was
reeled to shore. Byas is pictured
with the fish he caught a few
minutes before the boy tumbled
in. William, his condition good,
was at the hospital when this
picture was taken. (AP Wirephoto)

Cummins Again
Named S. S. Head
84 Persons Attend
Convention At
Good Spring
K. R. Cummins, Ogden Memorial Methodist Church, Princeton, was re-elected- president .of
the Caldwell County Sunday
School Association as a convention last Thursday at Good
Springs Cumberland Presbyterian Church.
Others elected were L. W.
Guess, First Presbyterian, Fredonia, first vice-president; S. G.
Blackburn, Good Spring, second
vice-president; Thomas Sharp, Mt.
Olivet General Baptist, third vicepresident; Mrs. ,Hazel Dobbins,
First Christian, Princeton, fourth
vice-president, and Mrs. J. J.
Rosenthal, Ogden Methodist, secetary-treasurer.
Fred T. Fowler from the Department of Christian Education,
Kentucky Council of Churches,
was one of the speakers. He is
of St. Paul's Church, Louisville.
Others on the program Were the
Rev. George W. Filer, pastor of
First Christian, who led the morning and afternoon devotionals;
Gilbert Blackburn, Good Springs;
Oliver O. Allock and W. T.
Quarles, both of First Baptist,
Princeton, and Mr. Guess.
About 84 persons, including
officers and teachers, were
ent from nine churches. R
sented were First Presbyterian,
Fredonia; Flatrock Cumberland
Presbyterian, Ogden Memorial
Methodist, Mt. Olivet General
Baptist, Crider Cumberland Presbyterian, Good Spring Cumberland Presbyterian, and First
Christian and
First
Baptist,
Princeton.
Next year's meeting will be at
Mt. Olivet.

Penney And Federated
Stores Will Be Open

ducted Saturday afternoon at
Morgan's Funeral Home. Rev.
David W. Sehulherr and Dr.
Summers Brinson were in charge.
Burial was in Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Besides her husband, who is
manager for the Standard Oil
Company of Kentucky in Caldwell county, Mrs. Cherry is survived by a daughter, Mrs. Grayson Harrelson, Princeton; a son,
Hugh B. Cherry, Jr., Owensboro; three grandchildren, Don
Clifford Harrelson, Grayson Lee
Harrelson
and Howell Davis
Harrelson, Princeton; a sister,
Mrs. William I. Wymond, Louisville; two brothers, Robert H.
Crittenden, Issiquah, Wash., and
John J. Crittenden, Wichita,
Kan.
Those from out-of-town who
attended the funeral included
Mr. and Mrs. William I. Wymond,
Mrs. A. A. Main, Leo Simmons,
Mrs. Cliff Claypool and Mr.
and Mrs. W. K. Main, all of Louisville; 'Mrs. William
Verity,""
Middletown, 0.; Mr. and Mrs.
J. T. Anderson and Preston Cherry. Bowling Green; Mr. and Mrs.
Everett Taylor, Lexington; Mfr.
and Mrs. Ed Day, Owensboro;
J. R. Holloman, James Wolfe,
John Giles and Hobert King,
Hopk insville; John
Edwards,
Cadiz. and F. M. Wilcox and
Earnest Yates. Kuttawa.
Pallbearers were James Walker, John Hughett, fly McGough,Caron Wadlington, Leo Simmons.
and Brother Meadows.

Two Scouts Are
Honored At Camp
Named To Order
Of Arrow By
Fellow Campers
Two Boy Scouts, Gayle Spurlock and Jimmy Parsley, Troop
42, Princeton, were selected by
fellow campers last week to become members of the Order of the
Arrow at Camp Warren Hogg,
wensboro. Only 14 of 63 Scouts
t camp were chosen for the honor, based upon conduct, personal
appearance, camp care, and ability to get along with others.
Rubs Harrelson passed the Red
Cross intermediate swimming test
while at camp.
Others from Troop 42 attending were Buddy Stroube, Howard Stone, Jerry P'Pool, John
Newsom, Carl Flynn and Scoutmaster Joe Weeks.
Kenneth
Roberts, Troop 31, Eddyville, went
with the Scouts from Princeton.
The camp, which lasted from
July 17 through 23, was for boys
of the West Kentucky Area
Council. Troops from Princeton,
Eddyville, Henderson, Owensboro, Dawson Springs and Clay
were renresented.

The J. C. Penney ,Store and
the Federated Store will be open
from 6:30 to 9 o'clock Thursday
nights, starting Aug. 4, to accommodate
crewmen of
the
Texas Gs Transmission CorFredonians Attend
poration who wish to get their
New Member In An.
payroll checks cashed and to W. M. U. Meeting
A new member of the Tr - buy merchandise,
Fifteen members of the FreMerle Drain
County Artificial Breeding Asso- and Mrs. C.
F. Engelhardt an- donia Baptist Church attended
ciation is Bernice Jones, Prince- nounced
the women's Missionary Union
Wednesday.
ton.
Associational meeting Wednesday, July 20, at Cedar Bluff
Revival Planned At
Church. They were Mesdames
L. T. Wadlington, L. B. Young,
First Baptist Church
Revival services
First Bap- A. J. Eldridge, Charles Brocktist Church have been scheduled meyer, Jr., T L. Grubbs, Floyd
August 21-28. Dr. J. D. Grey, Jones, Holland Thomas and Walpastor of First Baptist Church, ton Woodall, Misses Georgia
New Orleans, La., will be the Boaz and Leilani Newberry, and
evangelist. Rev. John Hammett, Linda Rustin, Margaret Driver.
pastor of the Baptist Church at Sandra Brockmeyer, Margaret
champions entered, and district. Calhoun, will be song leader.
Ellen Jones and Ruth Ann Jones.
State and junior titlists competing, a score of 74 or lower was
Two Speak At CYF
expected to be high for admis- Contributions Coming
sion to the championship round. In For Grandstand
Program Sunday Night
Those who have contributed
which will number 16 players.
Speakers at Sunday night's
Seven other flights are plan- to the improvement of the grand- meeting of Christian
Youth
ned, with 16 players in each. If stand at VFW Park include Hy- Fellowship, First Christian
these all fill, the sixth, seventh Ian Mitchell, John McLin, Mrs. Church were NoitMe Sue Cartand eighth flights will be play- Louise Kevil, Robinson Imple- wright, who described her reed over the course of the Hop- ment, Arnold's Shop, George cent trip to Arizona, and Sue
kinsville Country Club, Willard Stevens Dr. W. L. Cash, Fred 'Darnell who discussed "Choospresident, an- Jake, Jim Catlett and William ing What I See And Hear." After
Moore, TVGA
G. Pickering, it was reported Ogden
nounced.
Memorial
Methodist
The host club was scheduled Tuesday by Jim Catlett, VFW Church to attend uniOn services.
publicity
to entertain the visting golfers
director. Contributions Practice for the Junior Choir is
and their ladies with a dance are being received by Billy Mc- at 7:30 each Tuesday night. J.
Wednesday night.
Caslin.
Gordon Lisan'

Princeton Is Host To
TVGA Golf Tournament
Princeton is Mecca for golfers
from 15 clubs in Kentucky and
Tennessee this weekend, as the
city plays host to member clubs
of the Tennessee Valley GolfAssociation.
Fourteen Kentucky and Tennessee clubs have golfers entered in the tournament being played Wednesday, Thursday and
Friday here, with the remaining club, Bradstowii,- expected
to have entrants Wednesday afternoon.
Qualifying rounds were played
by 25 host club members Tuesday, with R. R, Estill, Mexico,
having the. low score, 82. These
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Neckless Chicken
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An Editorial Hail And Farewell
With this issue of The Leader the hand
which has guided its editorial and business helm the last 9 years relinquishes
this control to others.
It is with an admixture of regret and
relief that -we-nireuder the not inconsiderable task of proaticing this liewspaiSer
to our young successors tho ours, has been
for the most part a pleasing and satisfactory employment.
We are profoundly and everlastingly
grateful to the business and professional
leaders of the community, the church
folk, the school heads, the advertisers
and, especially, the readers of our paper
for their generous support and encouragement . . . without which we could not
have been successful here.
It is our conviction that a newspaper
worthy of its calling must everlastingly
crusade for the better things of life, in
a continuing and unrelenting effort to
bring progress in and to the community
it serves. In living up to this we have,
perhaps upon a good many occasions, offended and shocked the complacency of
many persons who are, in our judgment,
too well satisfied with the status quo.
For these offenses we have no apologies.
On the whole, we hope we have done
something here toward establishing a
sound and ethical operation and in producing the kind of newspaper which reflects
creditably upon the people and the community it seeks to serv.e. If we have done

this, while earning a reasonably good living for ourselves and our family we can
step aside well content.
Knowing something of the religious,
social and educational background of
those who succeed us here, we commend
them to the good people of Princeton
and Caldwell county ... and to the Fourth
Estate of Kentucky, as splendid young
citizens, capable of publishing an excellent and a worthy newspaper here, and
anxious to make good in the undertaking which they now assume.
It is with high hope for and abundant
confidence in The Leader's new owners
that we ask all who have so generously
contributed to our success to extend to
them that good old-fashioned and heartwarming welcome for which this community is so widely and so justly famed.
We are confident this will be forthcoming.
Tho we leave the field of newspaper
publishing here, we do not take leave
of our neighbors and friends ... for we
hope to maintain our home year through
the remainder of our life's journey among
the people we have known since early
boyhood and come to love. We will be absent sornetimes, in Colorado, where pressing family duties call, and we will continue to operate the Lyon County Herald,
at Eddyville. It is our hope we may be
good citizens of Princeton and Caldwell
county, and helpful in the advancement
of the community, for a good many years
(G. M. P.)
to come.

Peace Is No Luxury
Peace -is not, a luxury but a vital neces• sity in the scheme of mankind.
No longer is war a case of a few heads
broken by.stone axes; nor are battles won
by the smashing of a few empty pitchers,
such as Gideon used to conquer the Midianites. War now can mean complete annihilation.
There is no peace today, for the world
is perched precariously on the proverbial
powder-keg, needing only the *park of a
careless word to set off the explosion. A
keen ear can catch the mutter of guns;
China is fighting; India is restless; there
is an assassination here, a riot there.
To find the way to peace wemust first
understand what disrupts peace.
Fear and misundergtanding turn to
hatred, and peace is gone.
Greed and intolerance destroy peace.
Before we can get rid of these disruptive forces in the world we must first
find peace of mind and heart, each for
himself.
It is from within our hearts that peace
comes.
We who are at peace with ourselves
have no fear, nor misunderstanding, nor

greed, nor intolerance. If we have these
things in our hearts we are not at peace,
either with ourselves or with the world.
Peace is not a quality that can effortlessly be picked up. It, like all good things,
must be earned, and once earned, must
be cared for against the buffetings of
time and indifference.
It is a positive quality made up of the
equality of man, justice tempered with
mercy, brotherly love, faith in the goodness of man, charity toward all, and daily
living according to the Golden Rule.
Peace, like silver, will become tarnished
if it is stored away, and, as in silver, hard
work is necessary to restore the original
luster.
Peace, used each day, can become as a
constant star guiding the course of all nations, now and henceforth.
Idealistic? Yes. Impossible? Perhaps.
It gives us, however, a goal toward which
to strive, so that our children and our
children's children will have a chance to
live and enjoy life.
"Blessed are the peacemakers for they
shall be called the children of God."
(P. S.)

\\\1 pennyriie
Postscripts
sy
The world, you must remember,
is only just becoming literate. As
reading becomes more and more
habitual and widespread, an everincreasing number of people will
discover that books will give them
all the pleasures of social life and
none of its intolerable tedium.
—Aldous Huxley
* * *
Friends of Glenn Farmer will
be delighted to know he has no
lung trouble, according to Dr.
Oscar Miller, specialist, of Louisville. Glenn went to see Dr.
Miller last week as result of a
postcard he received from the
State Health Department, advising result of a chest X-ray he
had when the Elks X-ray Mobile
Unit was here recently, showed
possible infection. Of course he
came home happy when the Louisville specialist said there ik no
active tb. ,
* * *
It has been very pleasant to
have numerous friends here and
elsewhere say they will miss our
editorials and Postscripts and that
they have read The Leader with
pleasure and profit the last 9
years . . . since announcement
was made last week of the sale
of The Leader. Thank you, sincerely, every one.
* * *
As I have said on several ,ccasions in this and the editorial
columns, editing a community
newspaper is very different
from doing the same work for a
daily . . . and the differences
-have seemed to me to favor the
smaller papers. For one thing,
we can and do leave out much
unpleasant publicity and print
only the good things about most
ore our people . . . except when
they get into the law's toils.
* * *
When you think of the Leader
under' Pennyriler's direction, I
hope you may remember something nice we published in this
column or elsewhere about you,
a member of your family or a
friend. For even editors like to
be remembered for the good
they may have done.
*
* *
Some well meaning friends
have commented that "it is a little
early for Pennyriler to be retiring". They do not know that
I was able to stay busy long days,
several hours most nights and
frequently on Sundays ... when I
had only the Lyon County Herald
to claim my attention. One county seat weekly will keep its boss
very busy . . . if he will do the
necessary work.
* * *
But anent the foregoing comment of friends who see me loafing henceforth: If you are among
those who can remember when all
the best people had horses and
buggies ...it is time to stop
counting your birthdays.
* * *
Nancy Stowers, popular music
teacher for Butler and Eastside
schools, writes Dorothy that she
is enjoying her expriences as a
student of the Julliard School
of Music, New York, N. Y. Nancy

did a fine job her first year
here and will receive a hearty
welcome when she returns to
her job in September.
* * *
Mrs. Lena Dollar McEllroy
writes me about her pet peeve
... the parking of cars and
trucks in front of home on S.
Jefferson street, "all day, every
day, and worse of Saturdays."
Parking meters have, of course,
tracks in front of her home on S.
Jefferson is dangerous 'and hard
to drive through, with cars
parked on both sides of the
street, leaving a lane -too narrow for vehicles north and south
bound to pass.
* * *
Princeton has growing pains...
not the least of which result from
swelling motor traffic through
here, en route to Kentucky Lake.
A few traffic lights are needed,
especially Saturday nights: and
some up-to-date regulations, to
Combat today's driving hazards.
And of course it is not right for
trucks and cars to usurp property
owners' rights of parking in
front of their ,own homes.
* * *
Sympathy of local golf enthusiasts went to Sam Koltinsky,
Jr., this week ... when his duties
with one of the big tobacco companies took him to Tennessee ...
preventing him from playing in
the TVGA tournament here. Pottie had a swell chance to cop the
top prize in this event, many
admirers believe.
* * *
Congratulations a n d hearty
good wishes to Paul Brannon and
his sons, Larry and Jimmy, upon acquisition of the ancient and
'honored Paris KentuckianCitizen, founded in 1807. Paul
is a fine gentleman, an excellent journalist, a credit to the
craft. He and his boys should
have a grand success, and the
people of Bourbon county be efficiently served by their newspaper.
* * *
Wolves of the United States
Mary has a little swing,
inc:ode the gray wolf of the
North and West, and the red
It isn't hard to find:
For everywhere that Mary goes wolf of the south central states.
The swing is just behind.
The red wolf has recently been
(The. Office Cat, Hopkinsville
exterminated in the American
New Era)
Southeast.
* * *
Full page ads appearing each
Diamonds are often used to
Sunday for a full year are to be draw very fine wire.
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Kentucky can find some means of paying
him more.

Of course, Mr. Cullen's case is just
one of many that has confronted the governor and other officials in Kentucky
from time to time over the years. It has
been difficult for years to keep good men
in public jobs in Kentucky. It will become increasingly difficult to keep them
if the outdated salary limit is not
changed.
Under the proposed amendment, the
General Assembly would set the pay rates
for various state officials. The amend, lent would authorize maximums of $12,4.1 for state employees and officers, $8,of circuit judges and $7,200 for city
county officials. The legislature could
salaries at. figures less
.imums but could
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LAND MEN SECURE RIGHT-OF-WAY
FOR BIG TEXAS GAS PIPE LINE
Armed only with a map of the
proposed route and the names of
the individual land owners, the
right-of-way men set out to find
and speak with the thousands of
land owners. Their job, as they
have learned from years of experience, is more than getting a
signature on the "dotted line.
They,and their Company,have
the continuing responsibility of
seeing that satisfied property
owners come to regard themselves as partners in the vital
public service which Texas Gas
performs.
Now it is pipe line building
time. Skilled engineers and construction crews are working fast
on the big new line, planning to
have it in operation by the
of the year.

on

Hall section is believed to constitute the
proposals that have been largest faience le installation in the
.mending the constitution,. world.

The delte of the
Rhone
was the granary of Homey
gions in Gaul, ;but latet
given over to stock raising

DOMED UNDER AUTHORITY OF THE COCA COLA COMPANY SY
HOPKINSVILLIE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY

altogether. The proposal to be voted

in November would maintain limits on
salaries, but at a higher level. It would be
left up to the legislature to establish
salary scales. Legislators doubtless would
exercise conservative judgment in setting
up salary scales for those on the public
pay roll.
(Lexington Herald)
•
Poet's Calendar
He sat in winter watching the drifted
snow and wrote an ode to spring.
He looked at the ironclad earth and the
naked bough,
but wrote of the first green thing.
He walked in a meadow where violet and
primrose grew,
but his thoughts were ahead in June.
He listened, where sang in the woods the
first cuckoo,
but he heard the nightingale's tune.
He strolled in summer through hayfields
freshly mown,
but he wrote of the tall stooked wheat.
And under the trees with apples bitter
and green
he sang of the full ripe fruit.
He feasted in autumn under a harvest
moon with the combine-harvesters
standing silently by.
his eyes looked out on the gilded autumn
scene,
but his thought was fixed on snow
and a winter sky.
Peter J. Henniker Heaton
•
The 45,000 square feet of faience clay
tile wall surfacings in the network of sub-

About 250 tons of twee
be drawn through
a
carbide die before it must
be
placed.

Zest To The Hour

al salary limit would do away with the
limit

The chain armor eorl
knights in the
Crusailts
fashioned of drawn wire

Refresh...Add

Governor Clements Makes Plea
Kentuckians have been asked by Gov.
Earle Clements to give their "most earnest and careful consideration" to the proposed constitutional amendment that
would permit state, district and local officials to receive more that $5,000 a year.
The governor points to the position of
of Robert K. Cullen, chief reviser of Kentucky statues since 1938, as an argument
for adoption of the amendment. Mr. Cullen has decided to go to Oregon to set up
michinery for the revision of Oregon's
laws. He is going there on a temporary
basis, but he has been offered $8,500 a
year as a starter. Mr. Cullen has received
$5,000 a year in Kentucky since he began
work on his job 11 years ago. There is
little chance of his getting an increase
in pay until the present $5,000 limit is
changed to a higher figure. He is likely
to go to Oregon on a fulltime basis unless

Steel pipes 4smi tutt
are made in slams rutin(
hypoderiltic_ iimee_d_hyu,944
,
.
hei•O'r inure ...in
kilometer
A famous wire
maker,
Washburn, produced a
stall
at low cost, suitable
Air •
hoop skirts.
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published in the Lexington's
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The eastern timber watt once
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upon its ecuninunity betterment tangoed east throughrigi;" At:
projeets. The ada will be sponsor
.antic states as ipr suUth
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Wolves apparently mate for
•
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"Wake up angry", Jimmy life, and the fath-tr aids 1,ri rearPope, managing editor of the C- ing the family.
J, advised fellow editors at a
More than 30 million persons
U. of Georgia leadership institheir mail from R. F. D.
receive
tute recently. Well, all I can say
carriers.
is Jimmy should ought to try
this while editing a country
Stec: coated with term!, an
newspaper, sometime. Jimmy aroy of 15 percent tin and 85
said "chronic indignation" is percent lead, is ile--ed princ:pally
necessary on the editors' part, f ir :Atom ibile
el tank
in order that they may "spot
airplane
horsepower
3,000
New
and steriliz.t civic germs before
engines have as much power as
they spread."
a 'big locomotive.
* * *
There is much in Mr. Pope's
advice . . . but it' is applicable
to big town dailies, in our opinion, and seldom, if ever, would
be helpful in small towns. When
I have tried to "spot and sterilize" civic germs here, even using the most persuasve and polite teems I could think of . . .
a lot of the customers (and those
who would be most helped in
the long run) have done the
waking up angry. And anyhow,
isn't it true that "Whom the
Gods would destroy, they first
make mad"
*
*
*
There are many differences
between editing a big town daily
and a country town weekly, of
course. Also, it is easier to set
ethical standards (and other
rules too) if you have control
of your newspaper field. Competition is the life of trade all
right . . but in the newspaper
field, it is the worst form of
double taxation . . . and the
death of many newspapers.
*
*
*
I am not hurting, anywhere
especially, as I propound these
truths; and the information given
here is for free; also, it is for
the benefit of any country newspaper editor who may take
everything he reads in the C-J
as gospel . . . and there may still
be a few of these gentry left.
•
There now are mare wolves
in northern Minnesota than in
any other district of the U. S.
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They Have Continuing Responsibility

SEEK OUT THOUSANDS OF LAND OWNERS ALONG 800-MI1E PIPE UNE ROUTE
Recognize the man with the
map?
He has been through this area

a number of times... securing
property, telking with people,
visiting city officials. He has
leased land rights from scores of
people in the neighborhood.
He is a most important man
on the new Texas Gas Transmission Corporation pipe line
project. Now that heavy construction has started on the big
pipe. line, the first part of his
work is almost completed.
Right-of-way Specialist

But he will be back

"Raindrop"
Ageless yet authentic in design. A.
treatment by "Sharpe"—brilliantly
polished spots—each mirroring all
of the others. Sparkling beauty—
decorous simplicity and decorators
tial
good taste. Made In all
items.
Budget priced at $1.00 each4
Salad plates to match are available.

cheek -

ling... making certain that the

land he obtained is left in good
order. He is one of several nghtof-way specialists now finishing
the job of securing 800 miles of
right-of-way for Texas Gas along
the route of the new natural
gas artery.
Last year at this time he and
his men faced a staggering task.
They were preparing to cover
the distance from Texas to Ohio
to purchase rights to almost3,000
parcels of land through which
the new line would pass. They
had to obtain the written consent of each owner, and some
pieces of land were owned by as
many as 25 people.

Attached information from our company newspaper, PIPELINE PROGRESS,is printed to give you news about our new
pipe line through your area and to inform you of activities
of our natural gas transmission system. You may receive
regular copi•s of PIPELINE PROGRESS by writing to:

*47,€4t9

-fitxr-

edmeeR

TEXAS GAS TCleRNPSOMRINE
P0. BOX

Walker's Driugs & Jewelry

But with the work completed,
the right-of-way men will return.
Accompanied by engineers and
clean-up crews, they will make
sure the land has been left in
good condition. They will examine damages that were unavoidable during construction,
and see to it that land owners
are recompensed. Later they will
carefully follow up questions
raised by land owners.
First on the job and last to
leave, the Texas Gas right-ofway men also know that satisfied land owners, like understanding communities, are more
than just friends. They are actively helpful in the continued
operations of a vast pipe line
system.
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crs who attended the field
id on the Raymond
Farm last Friday saw
of a good well planoi program that had been
out over a long period of
This improvement program,
variations to suit indivifarm needs, could be ap-
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the county and result in in-
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creased crop yields and soil improvements.
Farming, like any other business, requires good planning for
efficient production if best results are to be gotten.
Mr. Stroube has followed a
five year rotation with about 20
acres being planted to corn each
fifth year followed by Small
grain and clover and grass with
an application of fertilizer under
the corn and smell grain. This rotation has been followed on all
fields except one which was too
rolling for cultivation and has
been used for stria' grain and
pasture production.
Many farms are not suitable
tor a rigid plan for crop rotations but plans should be made
to put each field to the use for
which it is best suited. Attention
should be given in any plan of
improvement to the application
of sufficient lime phosphate and
other needed plant foods to meet
the requirements of the crop to
be grow-n.
RISKED LIFE FOR DOG—Seaman Edward Ellison (above),
Media, Pa., dashed buck into a crashed C-46 plane at Seattle, the
night of July 19, to get the dog of Mrs. Delores Felep, New York
City. Both Ellison and Mrs. Felep, who had been visiting her husband in Alaska, were released after emergency hospital treatment.
(AP Wirephoto)
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By 'John S. Gardner, Kentucky
College of Agriculture and
llome Economics
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UK Summer Grads
To Hear Dr. Hill
Dr Henry. H. Hill, president
of,„.Lieorge Peabody College for
Teachers, Nashville, will deliver
the commencement address at
University of Kentuckys
the
summer coMmencement on August 12, it was announced last
week by U. K. President, H. L.
Donovan. Dr. Hill served as supeiintendent of Lexington schools
from 1930-40, during which time
he was also a lecturer in education at the University. He became dean of the University of
1941 but resigned a year later to
become superintendent of schools
at Pittsburgh. He was appointed
to the presidency of Peabody
College in 1945.

By John S. Gardner,.
Most potatoes in home patches
are early varieties, such as Irish
Cobblers, and Bliss Triumph.
These have short rest periods
and, when kept in ordinary home
storage, sprout and -become unusable long before new -potatoes come again. A few gardeners bridge over with late varieties planted. in midsummer. To
the rest, those that must go
potato-less in late winter, this
piece is addressed, as it describes
a chemical way to retard the
sprouting of potatoes, not difSome 1,500 tons of steel wire
ficult at all to do.
were sold annually for hoop
A hormone is used, that comes skirts when they were the fashin a powder form, called by ion in 1860-70.
several trade names that indicate its use. And this is the
WELLTAICE OURS 4TRAI6HT,
procedure.
POPS.STRAIGHT FROM A
The potatoes should be just
PRINCETON CREAMERY
matured, not more than two
weeks after, at -least. The tubers
MILK BOTTLE,
are laid in baskets or boxes in
THAT IS.
layers, and dusted, layer by
/
2 ounces
layer, using about 11
of the material per bushel of
Arnold Ligon Truck line
potatoes. The dusting may be
Contact
done through the shaker-top of
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Phone 2016
the package or with a salt cellar
Princeton icy.
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those or through an insecticide dust
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county almost gun.
40 years ago recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files of TwiceThe boxes are then taken to
A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a regular Leader
house cellar, there kept
feature. The articles are reproduced just as the Princeton re- the
pitch-dark. Or, lacking a cellar,
porters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote them.
July 16, 1929. Mrs. Powell Cat- daughter, little Miss Dorothy a north-side barn stall may be
used, the boxes or baskets well
lett, of Los Angeles, Calif., is the Dee Catlett, arrived several days
wrapped in burlap sacking to
guest of relatives here. Her ago, having made the trip with keep out all light, and to store
Everyone who can possibly do the family of Attorney Guy up what overnight coolness there
may be.
so should take advantage of the Stevens, and Blackfoot, Idaho.
In a house cellar that holds at
•
•
•
opportunity offered them to visit
above 70 degrees in summer,
the Experiment Substation Farm
July 16, 1029. Mrs. J. D. Ste- dusted
showed no
potatoes
today and acquaint themselves phens spent the weekend very sprouting
dakmv,161•PRINCETON,KY.
until late in Decemwith the work being carried out pleasantly in Bowling Green u
ber and stayed usable until May.
there.
the guest of Mrs. McKee Thomp- Dusted potatoes, keept in a barn
son and son Goodwin.
still from late July, showed no
• • •
sprouting in October, whereas
Mrs.
1929.
Mr.
and
July
16,
potatoes until this time left in
Medicate Mash
Hayla Mohon and Mrs. 0. M. the rows they rew, had sprouts
Shultz drove to Central City, a quarter-inch long. When lots
Quick
Easy
where they spent the week-end of both kinds of potatoes were
with relatives of Mrs. Mohon then buried in a pit together, the
and Mrs. Shultz. They were ac- undusted ones "grew out of the
companied home -by little Miss pit,' whereas the treated tubers
Sarah Edith Mohon, who had stayed in usable condition un
been visiting in that city for sev- til late April.
eral days. The pleasant trip was
MEN'S TROPICAI
made in Mr. Mohon's pretty new they have been attending Pea-body College.
car.
• •.
• • •
Blue or Tan
A revelation in easy mixing) Dr:
July 23, 1929. Mrs. John Peters
July 19, 1929. Mrs. Koltinsky
Salshury's Wormix, for removDorothy
baby
Lee
daughter,
entertained
members of the and
al of large roundworms and
Tuesday bridge club and several are visiting her mother, Mrs.
cecal worms, mixes in a minother friends last Tuesday even- Mollie Johnston, in the Rock
ute! Mix enough to
ing at her home on North Jeffer- Spring community.
treat 500 birds in a
son Street. The entertaining
16-qt. pail. Worming takes one day
Electron microscopes can show
rooms of the home were lovely
MEN'S
or two. Truly ecowith a profusion of gladiolas and particles of about one 8,000,000th
nomical. Ask for
other garden flowers. At the of an inch in size.
Wormix.
close of the evening a two-course
Values to $4.913 to clear at
luncheon was served and prizes
WOOD DRUG STORE
were awarded to Mrs. Neel, Mrs.
Jackson, Mrs. Blalock and Mrs.
McGough.
Those enjoying this affair
were Mrs. Carl Sparks, Mrs.
Stegar Dollar, Mrs. Frank MyMEN'S SPORT OR
ers, Mrs. Lela Barnett, Mrs. A.
B. Moss, Mrs. Armour Blalock,
Mrs. Martha Jackson, Mrs W. L.
Cash, Mrs. J. N Brewer, Mrs.
INCREASES FARM VALUE
Sallie Catlett, Mrs Charlie LanIncreased soil ferder, Mrs. Roy Withers, Mrs. A.
tility enables you
to grow bigger soil
S. Neel, Mrs. Niles Jackson, Mrs.
bean crops o
Ladies' 12 to 20 Worth
R Roy Towery, Mrs Ed McLin,
if acres. Maintain
Mrs. Iley McGough, Mrs. Frank
a phosphorus-rich.
...
Now
$3.95
Value
fertile soil with
BOYS' TOM SAWYER
Morgan, Mrs. .R. W. Lisanby,
FOUR LRAF Pow.
Mrs. Otis Smith, Mrs Davie
dared Rock Phone
OS ATE
Baker, Mrs. Ray Baker, Mrs.
8 to 16--Values to $3.29 to
PAIA permeate wed* ea MI ON
Guy Stevens, of Blackfoot, Idaho;
clear at
Mrs. Katie Proby, Mrs. Gerard
Kevil, of St. Louis, Mrs. Lesie
Ligon, Mrs. Otho Towery, Mrs.
WRITE TO
Clifton
Hollowell and
Mrs.
Arthur McGough.
Thompson Phosphate Co.
• •.

1 itchen, Ileveral rooms including
three kitchens es-ranged to better advantage, several rooms pa
When 28 women of the Jericho
pored and painted, pieces of
Homemakers Club in Henry furniture
refinshKi and new
County visited the hinnee of nine sliipeovers made.
of their members, they agi red
thet the improvements made unThirty million people in the
der .the leadership of Houle United States earn their livings
Agent Bina Force had
been through agriculture.
worthwhile.
They saw two bathrooms that
Kansas produces almost twice
had been installed during the us much wheat as any other
past year, a complete remodeled state in the union.

Henr) lomemakers
See Improvements

Here's The Place To Beat The Heat!

Now Showing

Saturday
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News From The Past

ANNOUNCING!

Aiiecetoot.
CREAMERY..

Who would have thought it?
Lunch
Ireshea
Irani
ilreshed
Work
efresked

Pamela Slake
Paul Muret

H. C. Russell is back in the grocery
business. He is looking for all his old
customers and new ones to visit his
new "Cash and Carry" Grocery,
where they will find many lowpriced items.
Formerly owned by Watson, better known as Matthews Grocery.
The same old grin when you see
him.
Come see our new stock.
Thanks,

Final
Clearance!

• 10.1.40( PK/W.

PLUS! 2nd Feature!
Um IN

H. C. Russell Grocery

MAUI BARRY • MOT MA111N

TECHNICOLOR
Ilney Malone • Ingle Ifir. • Santa
bV

ON SAME PROGRAM!

• utod/oll NIP KIN.*

Added Treats!
COMEDY and NEWS

MERRIE MELODY COMIC
CHAPTER 9— "G-MEN"

Sunday & Monday July 31 - Aug. 1

k... 474e74...

Worsted Suits

$18.50

MillifD

OF
0

(14

•
Is %tat you
will get in
tlyis picture .
with a

Panama Hats

4dt!
heart-1,

$2.97

JULY'S BEST BUYS
Children's Wash
Dresses
Sizes 7 - 12--Xtra

Sun Back Dresses

$1.50ea.

$295

Sport Shirts

25.

Kiddie Training Pants

Shortie Pajamas
Ladies Cotton Print

July 23, 1929. Misses Martha 407 S. Dearborn,
and Mildred Stegar have returned from Nashville, where

Chicago, Ill.

Announcing
GOWNS
Ladies Cotton Crepe . . . Sizes
12 to 2
Special Value

MISSES' AND CHILDREN'S

Swim Suits

1.00& 2.00
( 1111 DR1 N'S

-WASH DRESSES

1"

WORK PANTS

WORK SHOES

CLOSE OUT
Sanforized - Vat Color

Star Brand . . Men's Scouts

50

$2"
FINKEL'S FAIR STORE
"Where Your $ $ Have More Cents"

TERRY MOORE

Color by TECHNICOLOR
UHT SIAM BIC 605011 UM MAY IBM
SEE! Actual Technicolor scenes of
the Kentucky Derby In the thrilling
climax of this grand movie!
Plus These Added Treats!
"WANDERING THROUGH WALESI—In Technicolor
COLOR CARTOON
WORLD NEWS

Tues. & Wed.
Aug. 2-3
On the Screen
at last
in

TECHNICOLOR!

Sun Suits

The Opening Of

Ladies 12 to 42

1"

Glenn Ford

Dress Shirts

$1.00

Little Bo-Peep

PKTIMES

BURTON'S STUDIO

$1.00
SHEER CHILDREN'S

Monday, August 1
Portrait and Commercial

PHOTO FINISHING
If you are having trouble with your snaps,
come in.

107/
1
2 W. Court Sq.
Princeton, Ky.

Phone 2149

Dresses

1.00& 2.00 LIFEVITH
FATHER
Misses Shorts

IRENE

oorrimp
WILLIAM

AND PEDAL PUSHERS

DUNNE•POWELL

1.00& 1.66

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
EDMUND GWENN
ZASU PITTS
•1•11.411 NOM PKNII•

FEDERATED
STORE

uNCIDT! FULL LENGTH!
Exactly as shown last year
at advanced prices! ,

Thur. & Fri.
Aug. 4-5
Story of a Scoundrel

ursday, July
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Fredonia News
Mr. and Mrs. Norman Brown,
Evansville, Ind., Mrs. Rex Brown
and two children, Marion, and
Mrs. and Mrs. Reed Brown and
daughter, Doris, spent Sunday
at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Eldridge
and children, Gloria Lynn and
Hyla Mohon and Mrs. 0. M.
Kevil, of St. Louis, Mrs. Elsie
Carney Leon, spent the weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. A. J. Eldridge.
Mrs. Charles Baker was in
Nashville, Tenn., Monday.
Mr and Mrs. Johnnie Akridge
and children, Tommy and Phyllis, and Miss Gerry Nave, have
returned to their homes in Ann
Arbor, Mich., after visiting Mrs.
Bernice Akridge and Mr. and
Mrs. Ruble Akridge. They were

Princeton Motor
Sales
Dawson Road

Buick Sales &
Service
We Do All Kinds of Mechanical Work on Cars and Trucks-

accompanied home by Charles
Dean Akridge who will visit
there.
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Travis,
Kansas City, Mo., Mrs. Ella Paris,
Marion, Miss Betty Sue Iloiloman and Mr. and Mrs. Clarence
dinner
were Sunday
Rustin
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Milton
York and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Tosh and
daughter, Orna, were in Paducah
Saturday.
Mr. Clark of Detroit, Mich., is
visiting his daughter, Mrs. Murrell Goheen and Mr. Goheen.
Jimmy Harper sold his home to
Mr. and Mrs. Belknap HiIlyard
last week. Mr. and Mrs. HiIlyard
sold their home to E. C'. Ray
and son,
Dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
T. R. Akridge Thursday were:
Mr. and Mrs. Johnnie Akridge,
Phyllis and Tommy Akridge and
Miss Gerry Nave, Ann Arbor,
Mich., and Mrs. Bernice Akridge.
Mr. and Mrs. Mitchell Lowry
and sons, Wayne and Donald,
Evansville, Id.,'were guests during the weekend of his mother,
Mrs. Belle Lowry, and family.
Mr. and Mrs, Preston Holloman, Princeton. have taken
rooms in the Bennett apartments.
Mr. and Mrs. T. M. McCormick
and daughter, Gail, returned to
their home in Laurel, Miss.,
Tuesday after spending the weekend with his sister, Mrs. John F.
Rice, and Mr. Rice.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Rowe

Wm. M. YOUNG
B. F. DILLINGHAM in charge
of shop-

Car and Delivery
Call 2408 to Get Your

Allis -Chalmers
Dealer
Fredonia, Ky.

half of most crude oil some crude oils
New Director For
The Chinese used a,
a refinery emerges as
as fuel to 'vapor*,
UK Extension Center
salt more than 2,090
Prof. Thomas L. Hawkins, for Igiusuline* sulphur
,alt are
Water,
--the
of
head
years
five
past
the
found in
impurities which
Try a Leader
Claseeli
University of Kentucky Department of Industrial Education, last
week was ap2ointed director of
the U. K. Northern Extension
Center at Covington. He succeeds Dr William C. Weslej,
who has headed the Extension
Center since it establishment a
year ago, and who recently resigned. to become dean of Mount
Union College, Alliance, Ohio.
A native of Waddy, Ky., Prof.
Hankins holds the B. S and
M. S. Degrees fiem the Univers ty and has been on the College of Education faculty since
1938.

MID-SUMMER

CLEAR
ANCE
Entire Stock

FUNERAL PROCESSION-The body of Justice Frank Murphy is carried from Our Lady Of Lake
Huron Church at Harbor Beach, Mich. Justices and congressmen line on both sides of the casket
while pallbearers carry the casket through ranks. (AP Wirephoto)
and son, Jr., Johnson City, Tenn.,
have arrived for a summer vacation with her mother, Mrs. Belle
Lowry, and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Hampton Corner
and sons, Morganfield, spent the
weekend as guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Arlie Vinson.
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby and Jimmy
Lisanby, Princeton, Mrs. J. B.
Sory, Mrs. Val Gutherey, Miss
Sory Gutherey, Miss Dora Young,
Mrs. John F. Rice, Mrs. V. E.
Coleman, Mrs. W. M. " Young,
Mrs. John F. Flee, Mrs. V. E.
Coleman, Mrs. W. M. Young, Billy Sam Young, Kenneth Montgomery and John Gutherey
spent Thursday at Kentucky
Lake, having a picnic dinner
there.
Several from here attended
the fair in Marion last week.
Mrs. Florence Parr and Miss
Dorothy Parr retained from
Detroit, Mich., Tuesday where
they visited relatives during their
vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben D. Landes
and children, Denver, Colo., are
expected here Saturday to visit
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kelly
Landes.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray and
daughter, Sara, Sturgis, were
Sunday guests of his parents,
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray, Sr.

A Native of Caldwell County and a Resident Here all my life,
this is my first race for Public Office. I pledge my best efforts for
all the people of the county if I am elected.

Your Vote and Influence Will Be Greatly
Appreciated
Democratic Primary Election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949

NOTICE TO
CONTRACTORS
Princeton, Ky.
Waterworks
Improvements
Sealed proposals will be received by the City of Princeton,
Kentucky at the office of the
City Clerk until 7:00 P. M.
tral Standard Time September
12, 1949 for the construction of
additions to and alterations in
the existing municipal water
treatment plant, at which time
and place, and promptly thereafter all proposals received will
be publicly opened and read
aloud.
Work to be performed under
the provisions of the contract
documents and plans will include: the construction of a new
filter and chemical storage building and a new contact basin corn,plete with slurry type basin
equipment; the remodeling of
existing structures as required;
the furnishing and installation
of filter and chemical equipment incuding all cap iron Win,
fittings, valves Ad kallre olinating stands, controllers, loss of
head gauges, filter media and underdrains, miscellaneous small
piping and appurtenances for
two new 375,000 gallon daily filter units (at 3 gallon per sq.
per min.); two dry chemical feed
machines, one wash water pump,
carbonation equipment and miscellaneous new yard piping including connections to existing
piping or structures as required.
Copies of the plans, specifications and other proposed contract documents are on file at
the office of the City Clerk,
Princeton, Ky., and in the office
of Black dc Veatch, Consulting
Engineers, 4706 Broadway, Kansas City 2, Missouri. Contractors
desiring plans and specifications
for use in preparing bids may
obtain a set of such documents
from the Consulting Engineers
at the address stipulated above
upon deposit of $10.00. The full
amount of the deposit for one
set only of such documents will
be refunded to each bidder who
has made such deposit and who
has filed his bid with the Owner as directed in this notice and
upon the forms as prescribed

in Hopkinsville

upon the return of all documents
not filed with his bid. $5.00 of
each other deposit, Including deposits made to secure documents
for subcontractors' estimating
purposes, will be refunded upon
the return of all documents
covered thereby, all within thirty days after the bids are opened. After award of contract,
copies of plans and specifications will be issued free of
charge to the successful bidder
of construction purposes as specified in the Contract Documents.
Each bidder shall file with
his bid a Cashier's check or a
certified check drawn on an
acceptable bank, or an acceptable
bidder's bond, in an amount of
not less than 5 per cent of the
total amount of his bid. Bids received after the stipulated closing time will be returned unopened.
The bidder to whom the contract is awarded will be required
to furnish performance bond
acceptable to the City of Princeton, Kentucky, in the amount of
100 per cent of the contract, in
conformity with the requirements
of the proposed contract documents.
No
within

days from and after the date
fixed for opening bids.
The City of Princeton, Kentucky, reserves the right to reject any or all bids and to waive
irregularities
nformalities
or
therein.
CITY OF PRTNCETON,
7-26-49
KENTUCKY
By Dr. W. L. Cash, Mayor

Summer
SHOES

LADIES' WHITE SANDALS
$4.95 Range
3.95 Range
2.95 Range

. Now $3.50
• • • . Now 3.00
. . Now 2.00

LADIES' SUMMERETTES

rratic
nd
By Fran
Novetesuart,
--If
ew York
off over the
rnher the fella
or
on one hole
k an 18. Hot
National Ope
1939 0
n the
is in Denver,
red

h
te
osetrh 1:6k:
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don u19r
ther back. W
k ah 18 on
the 1919 Ope
West Newton,
MY Sneed
when golf
or holes.
Last of
-They always
8 at Spring Mi
tn. sarnmy
or Springs, W
It happened in
the Philad

WASHABLES PLAY SHOES
Were $3.95
Now $3.00

VICTOR

GO MODERN -GET VICTOR
See the new modern VICter Adding
Machmes TODAY! Victor is sissy
to urie. fast. accurate. Victor has
large tawny. direct subtraction
and choice of keyboards Economically priced in hand or electrically
onerated models Call us today for
the Vitt,. 60 second proving test.

HOWARD D. 14APPY CO.,

MEN'S SUMMER DRESS OXFORDS
$8.95 Range
. Now $6.00
6.95 Range
Now 5.00
CHILDREN'S AND MISSES SANDALS
White, Red, Brown, Gray
$3.50 and $3.95 Range
Now $2.50
2.95 Range
Now 2.00
3.50 Summerettes
Now 2.50

Sam,Jtator.Itun'i

up your d
and on 5.
daily. We

KENT
Phone 369

PRINTED LAGUNA SHANTUNG
39-Inch Width - Reg. $1.25 yd.

79c yd.

PERMANENT CRINKLE SEERSUCKER
36-Inch Width - Reg. $1.00 yd.

69c yd.

STARCHLESS FINISH LADY LYKE MUSLIN
36-Inch Width - Reg. $1.19 yd.
79c yd.
GILBRAE CHECK MUSLIN-Pre-Shrunk
36-Inch Width - Reg. $1.00 yd.
69c yd.
GILBRAE MUSLIN (No Starch Needed'
36-In. Width - Reg. $1.00 yd.

Now
Air-Conditioned
Cool and
Comfortable

69c yd
69c yd

PRINTED BATISTE
36-In. Width - Reg. 79c yd
PRINTED DIMITY
36-In. Width - Reg. 79c yd.

59c yd
yd

EVERFAST PRINTED RAYON
Regular $1.39 yd.

89c yd

RAYON WASHABLE PRINTS
39-Inch - Reg. $2.00 yd.

95c yc

RIVIERA WASHABLE COLORS
39-Inch Width - Regular $1.19 yd

79c yo

AMERITEX TIN TYPE COTTONS
Regular $1.00 yd.
I:TINTED WAFFLE PIQUE
36-Inch Width - Reg. $1 . 1 9 yd

Offers Astounding Bargains ...•. Savings Of
15% to 50%

GILBRAE BROADCLOTH
36-Inch Width - Reg. $1.19 yd.
EVERFAST PRINTS
Regular $1.19 yd.

69c yd.

MARVLO CHAMBRAY
36-Inch Width - Reg. $1.25 yd

69c yd.

This SALE is store wide . . offering hundreds and hundreds of outstanding values at great
reductions. We invite you to shop early to get the best choice.
Easy payments arranged for your convenience Sale starts immediately . . . last through
out August.

West Kentucky's Largest Yards Goods
Department
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
"The Big Store - - 9 Moors - - Keach's Has It"

4

KY.

HOPKINSVILLE
7114 S. MAID St.

Includes Cottons And Rayons!

The
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Now $6.00
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SANDALS
Gray

Now $2.50
Now 2.00
. Now 2,50

By Frank Eck
Sports Editor)
I, N,wideature
golf game
your
--If
York
,A
•
if over the week-end re,r the fellow who shot 8
one hole or the chap who
an 18. Both happened in
National Open.
Cherry
n the 1938 Open at
ii Denver, Ray Ainsey re19 strokes before he got
n on the 16th hole during the
and round of play. Going
her hack, Willie Chisholm
,in 18 on the short 17th
1919 Open at Brae Burn
..t Newton, Mass.
ny Sneed also looks to the
when golfers talk about

Last of a Series
always say 'Snead took
, Spring Mill,' " says Slant; Sammy from White Sulur Springs, W. Va.
t happened in the 1930 Open
the Philadelphia Country

Clubs Spring Mill course,
"I needed a 5 to win and a
6 to finish in a three-way tie

Develops Summer
Pasture Progrum
Last spring, J. E. Bennett of
the Wakefield community In
Spencer county had reason to be
worried over his pasture program, agreed Farm Agent Nevin
L. Goebel. Bennett runs a dairy
and has 70 dairy cows and calves
on his farm. His pasture seeded
to Ladino clover, delta, alsike,
borme, orchard grass and Ky.
31 fescue had been limed and
terraced, but was not producing feed.
Then the soil was tested. Upon
the recommendation of the county agent, Mr. Bennett used 200
pounds of potash and 500 pounds
of phosphate. He also sowed
10 acres of Sudan grass for summer pasture. When 80 farmers
gathered to note the results of
this program. they saw an exAFTER THE STORM—Waist deep in water, Miss Carol McNeill removes a sheet from backyard cellent pasture of grass and leclothes line after storm, at Pittsfield, Mass., one of series that lashed New England the night of gume mixtures and antoher of
July 20. A clogged drain pipe caused the storm water to rise about three feet in this yard and Sudan grass that had been carneighboring yards. (AP Wirephoto)
rying the head since the first of
June.

with Byron Nelson, Craig Wood
and Denny Shute,' says Snead.
"I shot an 8 on the par 5 final
hole that year and finished fifth."
Snead also had an 8 on the par
five 18th hole at Hillerest during
the Los Angeles Open. His tee
shot was tine but his second shot
hit on the edge of the green and
rolled down a sight hill about
40 yards from the pin.
His third shot rolled up the
hill and back down. He took
three more shots before he got
the ball up and over. When he
made the little embankment he
overshot the green and was lying six. He finally chipped up
and holed out for an 8,
Bobby Locke of South Africa, Didn't Call His Shots
considered the top foreign golfColumbus, 0.—(AP)— The
er to play in America in the driver, police decided, was most
last decade, recalls a hole he unfortunate in his choice of
victims in his automobile accident. First, he crashed into the
rear of an attorney's automobile.
Then, he side swiped a city
garbage truck. He wound up by
crushing against a tree in policeman's car which had been parked at the curb.

The Kentucky Renderiny Works will pick
up your dead stock promptly, free of charge
and on sanitary trucks which are disinfecied
daily. We pick up horses, cows and hogs. Call

KENTUCKY

once played like a duffer.
"It was in last year's Tam o'
Shanter," gays Locke, he of the
knickers, white shoes, white
cap and rusty 25-year-old woodenshaft putter. "I needed a 4
to tie Lloyd Mangrum, took a 6
and finshed second.
"It was a par 4 with a creek
running through the fairway,
My second shot hit a tree and
came back into the water. I
picked the ball out and was playing 4. I chipped up and two-putted for a 6."
The poor pros. They expect to
play every shot perfectly. When
they fail they often get as burned u as the lowly duffer.

August Gardening
Here are some August garden
jobs, as set out in "Your Vegetable Garden," published by the
College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky:
Plant beans and sweet corn
by Aug. 15. Also during August
be planted kale, turnip
may
greens, chinese cabage, lettuce,
radishes, turnips and beets.
Lettuce, both heading and leaf
sorts, may be had far into the
winter by sowing seed in a shaded place Aug. 1 In 4 to 6 weeks
transfer into a cold frame and
shade at least during the heat of
the day. When frosty nights
come, cover with canvas or sash,
but leave uncovered during the
day for ventilation. Later, keep
covered except for an hour or
two about noon. In beds covered with glass sash and so managed, New York or Great Lakes
until
has been held
lettuce
Christmas.

For Sowing Alfalfa
The best time to sow alfalfa
in Northern Kentucky is Aug.
5 to 20, and in Southern Kentucky. Aug. 15 to Sept, I, according to a circular of the College of Agriculture and Home
Economics, University of Kentucky. Land should be prepared
as long as possible before acmeing.
For best alfalfa production,
liming is needed in a large part
of the state. At the Experiment
Station .Farm at Lexington, two
tons of limestone to the acre increased the yield of hay from
3,239 pounds to 5,604 pounds to
the acre a year. Four tons increased the yield to more than
three tons of hay to the acre.
Outside of the Bluegrass region,
it may be necessary to use phosphorus.
When good growing weather
prevails, six or seven pounds of
seed to the acre will do on a per-

Get.Work Decorations
Warsaw, Poland—(AP)— The
Communist-led Warsaw government, constantly urging more
and more work, is adding two
new decorations to the long list
already being awarded to Poles

Wasp Cure Painful
Des Moines— (AP) —Elwyn
Pearson's plan for getting rid of
wasps proved more painful than
stings. The wasps had been stinging his stock in the asture. He
discovered the nest in a large
gas pipe used as a fence brace.
Pearson threw gasoline into the
pipe, and lit a match. There was
a blast which thrtw fire over
him, resulting in burns that required hospital attention.

who wbrk the hardest. The new
orders are called "Banner of
Work" and "Builders of People's
Polland".
Much along the lines of the
so-called Stakhanovite system in
Soviet Russia, directors in all
branches of industry are enEast of the Mississippi River,
couraging
workers to exceed Vie wolf is found only in norththeir production targets.
ern Michigan and Wisconsin.

We now have a number of houses
and lots for sale. . . and several
farms.

Breed Heifers Only
When Well Developed

August Best Month

Dairy heifers should be well
and the age of breeding will dedeveloped before being bred,
pend somewhat on their size,
according to dairymen at the
Agricultural Experiment Station
University of Kentucky.
Jerseys and Guernseys, if well
developed, may be bred at 15 or
16 months of age and the larger
breeds at 18 to 20 months, If a
heifer is small, let her grow
before
months
another two
breeding.
Within each breed the larger
cows are the more profitable,
it is noted. Heifers should be
well developed and grown out
to make good replacements.
fect seedbed; 10 or 12 pounds
are considered better.
The circular, "Growing Alfalfa in Kentucky," may be had
from officers of county or home
agents, or from the college, Lex-

ington.

YOU WIN
HOW CAN
DAY
IFEACH PAY
PAYMENTS
MONTHLY
WAY?
BAR THE
IN..,
BittDofizin

eI„

A few monthly payments ot nve or ten dollars each put quite
a dint in any pay check. A friendly cosh loan, to pay your
debts in full, cuts your monthly payments down . . saves
you cash, time and trouble each month See how much you
need, and phone or come in. Well gladly loan you the
money.

714e Ow 20- 7/(gura Re-Au:yogurt X'leto
—Longer terms mean lower monthly payments for you. Let us
show you how you can reduce your payments.

Water Hole Ball

nivotate FINANCE CORPORATION

May Be Best In Bag

Built of First Grade Material Throughout.
Written Guarantee For 12, 15 and 18 months.
Group 1 — $12.50 and old battery
All other groups for all make cars, trucks and
Tractors ...
All Batteries Recharged While You Wait

Brecksville, 0.,—(AP)—
Science has a shock in store for
golfers: the ball they have been
using on the water hole because
they don't care whether they
lose it or not, may be the best
one in the bag.
Most golfers believe they can
compare the relative merits of
golf balls by the weight to which
they bounce off a hard surface.
But scientists at the B. F. Goodrich Research Center here have
discovered this isn't necessarily
so—that a ball which may not
bounce as high as another when
dropped by hand, may carry 10
or more yards farther when hit
with a golf club.
Goodrich researchers explain
that in the "sidewalk test" most
of the bounce is provided by the
cover, whereas when hit with a
golf club the entire ball compresses, and it is the resilience of
the rubber core center which determines how far it will carry.

INSURANCE AND REAL ESTATE
W. Main St.

Phone 2441

“o.roltAt

r

OF Y

PHONE 2881
W. MARKET ST.
Princeton, Ky. ;EORGE R. WOODRUFF, Mgr.

The American Museum of
Natural History, New York,
houses the largest study collection of birds in the world,
numbering 750.000 specimens.

.Chrysler Offers

2—Aafer Design! Now the engineers
1— Safer Driving! Throng/I the years, the
who pioneered the first all-steel car
greatest advances in safety conic to you first from
bodies haVe developed a still safer body
Chrysler. Now there's a new advance in steering
and frame design-23% more riga
• • . Chrysler's "center control" steering! Your
You have full control of your automatdays of fighting a wheel are over. There's greater
gear shifting ear. With Prestomatic
ic
road stability. easier handling, less road shoek.
Fluid Drive Trawarnission, the Safety
Even the leather covered foam rubber Salty'
Clutch enables you to tale over in
Cushion dash, and the new "Bulls-Eye" headlight
emergencies,select the gear you need.
lenses are designed to give you extra protection.
shifting
Fluid Drive' Transmission .. drite without

W hen Chrysler engineers
— Sailer
introduced the first 4-wheel hydraulic brakes 25
fears ago-- they brought to the automobile industry a new idea. It is the idea of car design that
begins with safety, then' builds beauty, comfort,
performance! You can't possibly appreciate the
difference until you drive this car. Find out how
much more confident'you feel in this Chrysler
with its mighty High Compression Spitfire engine.

HODGE MOTOR SALES

9 ml Id Drt.
.

RAYON ROMAINE SHEER _98c
$1.19
100 DENIER PRINTS
49c
PLAIN WONDER BLEND
NEEDLE AND THREADWOVEN PLAIDS

terrific budgetPenney's Rondo percales
stretchers. Sew to your heart's content
school girls' dresses, blouses, skirts . . . you'll
save plenty. Sturdy Rondo washes like magic.

RAYON GABARDINE
PLAIN DAISY BELL
PINWALE CORDUROY

79c
69c
$1.19

ALL FABRICS NEW FALL PATTERNS and
COLORS

PENNYS WEEK END SPECIALS

A Real Buy - - Chenille Spreads.double bed size 4.77
1,000 yds. Avenue Prints, fast colors .. 25c yd.
Men's Broadcloth Pajamas .
2.33
ONLY THREE DAYS LEFT - - - PENNEY'S FAMOUS BLANKET SALE!... BUY NOW!
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Hoinemakers News

Womeal

Crider

T E: Please call No. 2141 and give Items for this page to
whoever answers the phone,
of the ne•ve.

1,Bl4dk-Spurlock
"the wedding of

Kilpatrick-Pool

Thursday, July 28,
1949

The Crider Homemakers Club
met Wednesday, July 20, at the
home of Mrs. J. C. Meyers.
Mrs. Dolph Williamson read
the devotional and gave the
throught for the month. Mrs.
Yates presided in the absence of
the president. Ten members answered roll call with "Something
nice someone has done for me."
As the minor lesson Mrs. Ralph
Griffin reviewed the book, "So
Dear To My Heart."
Members present were Miss
Grace Adamson and Mesdames
Ralph Griffin, Harlan Ennis,
To make a smart
Cleveland Hayes, Sarah Myers, Cedar Bluff
stole ta
Cedar Bluff Homemakers Club beach wear,
J. C. Myers, Dolph Williamson
take a large
Hugh Yates, Floyd Dunfar and met Thursday afternoon, July 14, towell and line it with
a sttipi
Argel Nelson. Mrs. Ctsarle Rat- at the home of Mrs. Tully Choice. colorful cotton Print
liff was a visitor.
The next meeting will be a
picnic at 11 o'clock, Wednesday,
Aug. 20, at the Blue Place, Mrs.
Clifton ChM hostess.

to expedite handling

Tracey-Talley

Miss Lucille
Mr. and Mrs. Van Shadoan, of
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Berry
Buick, daughter of Mrs. Hunter Fairfield, 0., announce
the mar- Blackburn announce the • marBlick, N. Seminary street, and riage of their daugh
ter, Miss riage of their daughter, Betty
Mr. Earl Spurlock, son of Mr. Charlotte Rose Pool, to Mr.
Har- Lee Tracey, to Mr. Fred Allen
and Mrs. Ed Spurlock, Route 6,
ry L. Kilpatrick, 'son of Mr. and Talley, Sunday, July 24, at
took place Wednesday July 20, at
Madisonville, with the Rev. Mrs. W. L. Kilpatrick, of Ft. Princeton.
Worth, Tex. The marriage took
Rupert Utley officiating, in
Six-Year-Old Honored
double .ring ceremony.
place in Covington, Ky., SaturThe bride wore white suit day,i July 16, with the Rev. Wil- At Birthday Party
Mrs. Jimmy Dale, Fredonia,
and her corsage was of red roseliam H. Hale, officiating. Is*.
entertained Friday afternoon in
buds. Mr. Ray Buick, brother of
and Mrs. Reginald Benton of
honor of the sixth birthday of
the bride, and Mrs. Blick were
Fairfield, attendants.
her daughter, Diann Worley,
attendants. Mrs. Slick wore pink
Mrs. Kilpatrick is a graduate
Guests were Glenna Sue Riley,
sheer crepe and her corsage, was
of Butler High School, class of
Sherill Ann Riley, Ronald Riley,
of white rosebuds.
1947. She studied art at Wayne
Eline Wynn, Brenda and Judy
Mrs. Spurlock is a graduate of Univer
sity, Detroit, Mich., for
Lovell, Kay West, Linda Dale,
Butler High School, class of 1947.
one semester. Last September
Jimmy Blackburn, Mrs. May
She is eniployed at McConnell
she entered Bible Baptist Semin•
Freeman, Mr. and Mrs. Clem
Electric Co.
ary in Ft. Worth, studying to be
Blackburn, Mrs. Owen Riley,
Mr. Spurlock attended schoo
an evangelist. He served in the
ree-year-o d Fredonia Valley
Mrs. Flora Wynn, Mrs. Paul Pamela
in Cadiz and served 4 years in
Lamphere (right) casts a wistful glance at her month
7th Air Force in World War II
Fredonia Valley Homemakers
-oldWest, Mrs. Ray Blackburn and sister, Susan
World War II. He is engaged in
, as her mother, Mrs. Irene Lamphere (left), 21, ar- Club
with rank of major.
met on the lawn at the
Mrs. Lovell
farming.
rives
to
bring
Pam
The couple will live in Ft.
home from County Hospital at Chicago. Pam home of
Mrs. Charles Wilson.
The couple is at home with
has
under
gone three operations to correct a bladder defor
Worth.
mity There were 16 members and two
her mother.
Party Given In Honor
with which she was born. Pam's paren
Mrs. Kilpatrick is the grandts were on the verge of visitors present.
divorce over a dispute involving the
f Fifth Birthday
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Walter
risk of surgery but were reMrs. Russell Yates led the deIn honor of the fifth birth- conciled after a medical panel Suggested corrective surgery. (AP
Fredonia Ladies Aid
Majors, Hopkinsville Road.
Votional ad gave the thought
day of her son, Larry, Mrs. J. J. Photo)
Meets Thursday Night
for the day. Homes in which to
Rogers entertained at her home
Ladies Aid of the Fredonia Picnic Given In Honor
meet the coming year were detion
at
Sinter
Rose
Island
off
,
Wednesday afternoon, July
the
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
Of Kenneth Montgomery Ice cream and cake were serve13.d
Gulf of Mexico. They were ac- cided. Plans were made for a
met Thursday night at the home
picnic to be held at 7:30 o'clock,
Mrs. V. E. Coleman, Fredonia, to Mary Nell Melton, Eddie
Melof Mrs. Malcom Blackburn.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Humphries companied by Margaret Lock- Tuesday night, Aug. 9, with
entertained with a
Mrs.
ton,
picnic
Carol
yn
at
Conwa
y, Linda and daugh
man, Memphis, Tenn., and Deanie Byrd Guess
Present were Mesdames Ray
ters, Anne and Rebecand Mrs
Kuttawa Springs Saturday night Blackburn„ Sandra and
Arlie
Denny
Blackburn, Paul West, Allie
Hamb
y,
Dawso
Vinso
n
Sprin
n. Husbands and children
gs.
ca, Mr. and Mrs. Claude B. Wood,
in honor of her son, Kenneth Woodall, Ruth Ann Jones
• • •
, Nita,
Bugg, C. T. Henson, Aubrey
will be invited.
Montgomery, on leave from Rita and "Squeaky"
Rogers, Van and Mrs. Edna Lutrell spent the
Litchfield, Allen Riley, Ralph
Guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. A.
The major project internation
the U. S. Naval Base, Norfolk, Crider Yandell, Herbi
e Faught, weekend with Mr. and Mrs. J. Mabry, Locust street, last week al affairs,
Paris, Amble Fuller, Euclid
was discussed by Mrs.
Va. Present were Mr. and Mrs. Larry and Jerry Yates
G.
O'Har
a,
at
Bento
n,
Ill.
, Carolyn
were Mr. and Mrs. Fred Ar- J. J. Rogers who
Quertermous, Russell Melton,
• • •
presented two
Elbert Beck and daughter, Carol; Beck, Jerry Perkins,
John Ray
mendt, Beaver Dam, and Mr. Ma- articles, "Let's
Jim Blackburn and Malco
m Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Bugg and Baker and the guest
Get Off the Road
Misses Anne and
Rebecca bry's mother, Mrs. Alvin Mabry
-of-honor.
Blackburn.
, to War" and "Russia Makes An
children, Mr. and Mrs. Hampton
Humphries are the guests this
Cayce. Randy and Rodney Ma- Attempt
to Draw Israel into the
week of Miss Emily Hammond, bry
Carner, Mr. and Mrs. Arlie Vinretur
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
ned
home with their Vast Ring."
Hopkinsville.
son, Brenda Kay Vinson, Mr. Annual Weiner Roast
grand
mothe
r for several days'
The annual Weiner roast of
Games were played and reand Mrs. Aubrey Litchfield, Mr.
visit. Miss Jo Ann McClelland,
• • •
Quinn 4-H Club was held
WALKER HAS IT
freshments were served. PresSatMr. and Mrs. Reul Goodaker Hickman,
and Mrs. Ed Phelps, Mr. and
is the guest of the ent
urday night, July 16. Plans were and
were Mesdames Byrd Guess,
family, of Detroit, Mich., are Mabrys
Mrs. John F. Rice, Mx. and Mrs.
this week.
made by the Club and by
Floyd Jones, Ruble Akrid
the visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
V. E. Coleman, Kenneth Mont• • •
ge,
Ouinn Homemakers Club for
a Willis Goodaker, Route I.
gomery, Mr and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. K. V. Bryant and daugh- Walton Woodall, Cecil Brashpie and ice cream supper Frida
er,
Opal
y,
Baker, Mrs W. M. Young, Billy
Rice, J. J. Rogers,
ters, Marsha and Bonnie, are
• • •
August 5. The proceeds will
Walker's Drugs & Jewelry Sam Young
Charles Baker, W. M. Young
Mrs. J. D. Stephens and son, visiting her parents at
be
and Frankie Wright. used to
Rising Sun,
,
wire the school house George, have returned
Russell Yates, J. B. Sory,
after visit- Ind.
Mary
for electricity.
ing Mr. and Mrs Warren JackBrown, Virgil Coleman,
• • •
Sarah
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. E. B. Lindsay will return Conway, Arlie Vinson
E. son, Jr., Cleveland, 0.; Mr. and
and MarF. Blackburn, Mr. and Mrs.
Roa Mrs. George J. Scranton, Dear- to her home in Elkton today gie Shattuck and Miss Dora
Traylor, Mr and Mrs Rober born, Mich., and
Mrs. Alvis (Thursday) after a visit to her Young.
t
Villines, Mr. and Mrs. Roose Stephens, Louisville.
daughter, Mrs. Gracean M. Pedy
Roberts, Mrs. Wayne Lower
ley, and family. She expects to
• • •
y,
Friendship
Mr. and Mrs. Garner Eskew
Mrs. C. H. Jackson and child- return in September.
, Mr.
The Friendship Home
ren, Dora June and Charles Edand Mrs. Roy Massey, Mr.
makers
and
• • •
Club met Thursday, July
ward, have returned to their
Mrs L. L. Hopkins, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Wilcox and
21, at
Mrs.
the
home
of
home
Mrs. Charles Skees.
in Paducah after visiting children, Patricia Anne
Auther Howton, Mr. and Mrs.
and DonMemb
ers present were MesRaymond Lowery, Mr. and Mrs. Miss Ora Baker, Mrs. E. E. Hol- na Jeane, Princeton; Mr.
and dames
lowell, Mrs. T. R. Rucker and Mrs. F. E. Young
Harold Smith, Rogan
Clifton Crenshaw, Mr. and
and daughter,
Mrs. Mrs.
Cummins, Leon Cummins,
Byrd McChesney.
Judy, Greenville, Miss., and
Donald Roberts, Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd
Mr.
• • •
Hunter, Herman Oliver,
and Mrs. Burton Young, Murra
Adra Hill, Mr. and Mrs. Huber
Willie
y, Wyatt,
t
Mrs.
Mauri
ce
Gauss
F.
and
daugh
F.
- were the guests at dinner Sunda
Andrews.
Taylor, S. P. Davis,
y
ter. Elizabeth, have returned at State
Luretta
Park of Mr. and Mrs. R
Traylor,
Rosielle home to New
York
after L. Wilcox, Dawson Springs.
Simpson, Sylvia Lowery, Betty
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Drabin, Thelma Lamb, Bonni
• • •
e George Hill.
Mr. and Mrs. George Hill
Lowery, Ella Mae Massey, Marand
• •
Mrs.
Mauri
ce
leen Lowery, Ardeana CrenGauss and daughPicnicking Wednesday of last
ter,
Elizab
eth Ann, New Hyde
shaw, Dorothy Massey, Nancy week at Kentu
cky Dam State Park, Long
for
Island, N. Y., were in
Stria, Sadie Howton, Dolor
es Park were Dr. and Mrs. J. J. Louisville
several days last week.
Creasey. Helen Boitnott, Loretta Rosenthal, Princeton;
• GOOD QUALITY
Mrs. J. G. Mrs. Gauss and
Howton, Barbara Howton, Ann Weihing and Misses
Elizabeth also
Lydia and viiited in Nashvi
lle,
Hill, Shirley Hill, Linda Villin
Tenn.
, and • GOOD WORKMANSHIP
es, Ella WeiAing, Murray, and the Oak Ridge, Tenn.
, while visiting
Eleanor Crenshaw, Verna How Rev. and Mrs. S. P. Kim,
Cass here.
*GOOD VALUE
ton, Joletta Becicner.
City, Mich.
Phone 2075
• • •
James Roy Traylor, Bill Wood,
•
IN GOOD TASTE
Edwin Crowell, Francis Casner,
Mrs. Marie Goodloe and Hur- Leader Congratulates
Dr. and Mrs. Olay McCla
H. F. Simpson, Wendell Roberts, bert Ray, Paducah, wire the week
in,
Charlie Howton, Jr. Massey, end guests of the former's sister, Benton, on the birth of a daughsee
ter, July 23. Mrs. McClain
David and Edward Crenshaw, Mrs. Dulcie Corder.
is the
•
• •
former Connie Jones, daugh
Harold Hopkins, Glenn Roberts,
ter
and Mrs. Henry Thobaben, of Mr. and Mrs. G. E. Jones,
Eddie Hill, Roy and Harley
Lowery, Dean and Cyril An- Buffalo, N. Y., have returned Kuttawa. IYr. and Mrs. Me- Phone 32E4
Princeton, Ky.
ClaM formerly lived here
home after visiting the latter
's
sister, Mrs. Ruby Spurlock.
• • •
William Dysart is vacationin
g
in 'Louisville and Kansas
City,
Mo.

Pwzdonats

"Jubilee"
TABLEWARE

MEMORIALS

Prescriptions

WOR)DRUG SEE

Henry& Henry

•

GET WELL ...
STAY WELL .
0Good health is everyone's job. Yours . . .
to see to it that illness at home receive proper
attention.

•

Miss Edythe SMoore
a , assistant
registrar and bursar at Scarri
tt
College, Nashville, Tenn., was
the weekend guest of her
sister,
Mrs. J. J. Rosenthal, and
Dr.
Rosenthal.
• • •
Misses Helen Brown and Rutt
Holland, Lexington, were
the
weekend guests of Mr. and
Mrs.
E. R. Brown, West Main
street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Camer
on
and son, Campbell Harol
d, and
little daughter, Sharon
Ann, have
returned from a two weeks'
vacadrews, J. C. and Billie
Norvell,
Willie Robert Sulliv
an, Pat
Halyard, Norman Canno
n, Leo
and Owen Hill and Lewis
Blackburn.

Ours . . . to fill your doctor's

prescriptions precisely as ordered.

in
HOPKINSVILLE

•
"NEXT TO YOUR DOCTOR"

CORNER DRUG STORE
"Service for Health"

Shellie White, Demon Morris, mcs. Aaron
Culnmins Ka*
Orland Newsom MI Charles
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was moot
Skees.
Visitors
were Mrs. R'bort by Mrs Will pike, lad
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Wyatt and children, Mrs. Ernest thought for the month by ikt
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Storm, Miss !Florence Oliver,
next year slit
Brenda Cummins, Mrs. Charles selected. The annual picnic
am
be
Sunda
y, Aug. 14, at
Lewis, Gerald Cummins, Charles
Kutimpi
Skees, Malvin Skees, Douglas Sprngs.
Present were
Newsom, Miss Judy Lewis, Miss
Mesdames Ai&
Doris Storm, Miss Wilma Van- Cummins, W. H. Pool, Efuni:
Natha
n
Bates,
diver', home demonstration agent,
Herbert Waal
;
and Miss Maxine Garrigan, as- Tula Goodwin, Hue' Nutt,
Andr
ew Ladd, W. W.
sistant agent.
Whitisi'
o
The next meeting will be a Tuly Choice and Mines Et
Pooh
and
Betty
picnic Saturday, Aug. 8, on the
Jean Mc%
The next regular
lawn at the home of Mrs. Leon
meetiat
be
Septe
mber at the
Cummins.
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Mrs. Huel Nock:as.
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Prescription
Specialty
Iker's Drugs & J
Dial 3211

Welco

Drivers
The law requires you to have your
new op.
erator's license by August 1.
Approximately
4,000 must be issued in Caldwell county.
Please
apply at once for your new license at the
office of
the circuit clerk, courthouse, Princeton, in
person,
by proxy, or renew by mail, by mailing
your
1948-49 license, $1, and a stamped, self
-address.
ed envelope to Circuit Clerk, Princeton.

Mrs. Leona Trader Averdick
Caldwell Circuit Clerk

Visitors to F
Farm an
Visit Our Store

Eldred

A 11001. SAUNA!
New
ow handlin

sTu

WAY P$41411 SAY ..4
LIMITY THY ONLY'

WOOOSP14111 04 ULA4

COLOGNE
Oooling, refreshing fragrance

504

that charms—yours at half the prise,
If you hurry! A whiff of this luscious
Lilac or tingling WoocIspice is

A/

PLUS TAX

Rogularly

411‘, „AR

$1.00
convincing, sad the price is nice, tool

Sida 40d eliga

as
,

Princeton, Kentucky

JORDAN'S - ANNUAL

AUGUST SALE
The Sale you waited for begins
tomorrow! Every department in our
store offers unbelievable savings.
See more furniture! See more styles!
Save more money! Your dollar has
greater buying power now. Let us
prove it ... Sale starts Friday,8:0
0 A. M.
With any purchase of $39.50 or
more, we are giving free a lovely, hand
painted table cloth that is plastic
coated will not stain with six matching napkins.

for

"Not More, But Better Merchandise"

pdhck Roa

To Caldwell County Automobile

w icarson
Women's Wear

d y July 28,
rsa

JORDAN FURNITURE CO.
Incorporated

Hopkinsville, Ky.
Eighth and Main
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• Now,there'
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100 h.p."Power Plus
• Get America's most
the utmost in solid d
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E. B. Hooks were dinner
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rt
uel
• Whies
Misses •
Maras
meet'
the h

as Sunday
rs. W. M. Cartright, Louisis here visiting relatives.
s. George Markoff has re.
.J from an extended visit
latives in Mansfield, 0.
and Mrs. James Glass and
iy are moving to Dawson
s this week.
e ice cream and pie supper
Scottsburg schoolhouse last
ay night, sponsored by the
non Homemakers Club, was
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ice profit was made. These
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THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
Vernon Taylor recently lost a
valuable milk cow.
Mrs. " Sallie' Woolf has been
very ill the last two weeks.
Mrs. Tillie Pickering and Mrs.
W. M. Cartris(ht were guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Harmon Jones last
Sunday and attended church at
Lebanon
Glenn White and Mies Marie
White were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. M. C. Cartright Sunday
night.
A large crowd attended the
funeral and interment of Mrs.
Tom Laws Wednesday afternoon
at the Dorr Cemetery.
The first Friday in August will
be annual meeting day at Leb
anon Church Cemetery. Everyone is invited to come and bring
a basket dinner.
Mr. Wyatt, Trigg county, will.
soon be moving to this community, having brought the
Garvin Scott place.
The revival at Lebanon Church
scheduled to begin the second
Monday night In August, has
been postponed until a later date.
Mrs. Beck and daughters, Chicago, II11., are visiting Mr and
Mrs Tilford Ladd.

Seeking Republican Nomination For
Sheriff, In August 6 Primary

erdick
cuit Clerk

Visitors to Field Day at Experiment
Farm and T. V. G. A. Golfers
Visit Our Store ... It is a godd place to shop.

Eldred Hardware Co.
Phone

2751

New conveniencesl
ow handling ease! Less fatigue!

STUDEBAKER
TRUCKS
.0-

Big tangs of shms and whiselbasissi
The new Studebaker trucks come
,g.ton. Ito,,.
in
(illustrated) and 2-ton capacitiesthey're ell outstanding trucks in
ruggedness and low-cost operation.

comfort-and first in performance-that's why
Studebaker trucks are selling sensationally!
• Now,there's new big power, too, in Studebaker's medium-duty trucks-the 16A and 17A series. Studobaker's
100 h.p."Power Plus" engine delivers 200 lbs. ft. torque:

• First in

• Get America's most progressive truck designing-get
the utmost in solid dollar value-get a Studebaker truck!

Robinson Implement
Phone 2053

They Don't Grow On
Trees, Brother!
It costs a lot more to rebuild homes nowadays . . . and it takes longer, too! Take
EXTRA care to prevent fire in your home

hand
match-

and don't forget to insure it adequately.
Let us help you with your Insurance
We are equipped to take
Problems.
care of your needs.

CALL US

!Robert L. Holloman

Is Promoted Ta..Pfc.
Robert L. Holtman, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Walter Holloman, Fredonia, has been promoted to private first class for proficiency
in his duties He arrived in
Okinawa last November and is
now with the 78th Quartermaster Base Depot, the supply
unity of the Army of Occupaamson (D), judges.
tion in the Ilyukyus Command.
Donaldson I --- Paul J. MoCire Pft. Holloman inhaled in the
(D), clerk; Sam Oates (R), army last year.
sheriff; Mrs. J. W. McChesney
(D), J. W. •Carner (R), judges.
Donaldson 2 - Rudolph Mc- Fredonia Minister
Connell (It), clerk; Luther Conducts Revival
Rev. Ray Wigginton, Fredonia,
Lowe:y (D), sheriff; Mark Dorris (R), Mrs. Otto Beckner (D), is conducting revival services at
Flatlick Cumberland Presbyterjudges.
Donaldson 3 - Mrs. Floyd Church, near Hopkinsville. He
Hobby (D), clerk; Dude Frank- is being assisted by the Rev.
lin (R), sheriff; A. E. Young (D), Mr. Rudolph. Rev. Mr. Wigginton is pastor of the Flatlick
Brady Sigler (R), judges.
Donaldson 4 - Mrs. Roosey Church
Roberts (Ft), clerk; Porter Taybe (D), sheriff; Dennie Felker
Production Falls For
Lowery (D),
(R), Raymond
7th Consecutive Month
judges.
Washington, July 25-(AP)
Bucksnort 1 - Mrs. Clyde
Clayton (D), clerk; C. E. Hudge- Industrial production dropped in
ons (R), sheriff; R. F. Stallins June for the seventh consecutive
(D), T. H. Littlejohn (11), judges. month-reaching a three-year
Bucksnort 2 - Mrs. Zora Wil- low. the Federal Reserve Board
son (R), clerk; W. B. Creasey reported today. Many economists
(D), sheriff; W. C. Ladd (It), here think output will prove still
lower this month-the height of
Urey Cook (D), judges.
Bucksnort 3 - Mrs. Bloxie the vacation season-and take an
Orange (D), clerk; Keine Thom- autumn upturn.

FREDERICK
Frederick McConnell, 28 years
old, veteran of World War II, and
only son of Mr. and Mrs. Rene
McConnell, is making his first bid
for a political office. He served
for over three years as Naval
Aviator, being carrier based in the
Pacific Theatre of operations. As
a fighter pilot he saw action in
seven major campaigns starting
with the invasion of the Marshall
Islands and continued until Oki11
nawa was occupied.
He was awarded the Distinguished Flying Cross, the Air
Medal with five stars and two
Presidential Unit Citations for his
action in the preceding campaigns.
At the termination of the War he
was division leader and instructor in fighter aircraft. Was separated from service as Lieut. (i.g.)
having held the rank for over a
year and holds the same rank
now in the Volunteer Reserve. He
is married and has one son, two
years old; is an active member of
Creswell Baptist Church and is
engaged in the business of farming in partnership with 'his dad.
McConnell offers to the voters
of Caldwell County the only medium of qualification possible, his
past life, in this community and Sheriff of Caldwell County. Cut Ankle Improving
-Political Adv.
his service record. ,He hasn't had
Buddy Stroube, who suffered a
cut on the ankle necessitating
five stitches at the Scout camp
last week, is recuperating satisFIRST CHRISTIAN
factorily, the Leader has been inDeon Murphy
formed.
Bible School, 9:45 o'clock.
Deon Murphy, Cobb, 27-yearWorship Service, 11 o'clock.
this afternoon
died Monday night at the Vet- 2:30 o'clock
6 o'clock.
Morgan's Funeral
ded Monday night at the Vet- (Thursday) in
Home. Rev, George W. Filer
erans Hospital, Nashville, Tenn.,
PENTECOSTAL HOLINESS
will be in charge. Burial will be
Old Madisonville Road, Rev of leukemia.
in Cedar Hill Cemetery. Mrs.
William E. Cunningham, pastor.
Funeral services were conduct- Harrell died Tuesday night.
Sunday School 945 a.m.
ed Wednesday afternoon at New
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. Midway Church, the Rev. Mr.
Young People's Service 6:00 Wood in charge. Burial was in
p.m.
Cedar Hill Cemetery.
Evangelistic Service 7:30 p.m.
SiOMACH SUFFERERS
Mr. Murphy is survived by his
prayer widow, Mrs. Geneva
Wednesday evening
Bryant
service 7:00 p.m.
GET AMAZING RELIEF Murphy; two daughters, 9 and 6
Saturday, Evangelistic service years old; a son,
HARVEY STOMACH
The
19 months, and
further
7:00 p.m.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cline TREATMENT goestreatments
stomach
most
than
Youth Fellowship, 6 p.m.
Murphy.
made
is
It
today.
market
the
on
7:30 Evening Worship. ,
Included in Mr. Murphy's deco- up of four different medicines.
Morning Worship, 11 am.
is
ingredients
rations is the Purple Heart for One of the main
belladonna.
wounds received in Germany.
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
We guarantee this wonderful
David W. Schuiherr, Minister
medicine to relieve ulcer pain,
Mrs. Emma Harrell
SUNDAY
and that acid, gassy, belchy,
Funeral services for Mrs. Em- nervous and lack of pep feel9:45 o'clock, Sunday School
Compare its price with
10:45 o'clock, Morning Worship ma Horrell will be conducted at ing.
other stomach preparations.
7:30 o'clock, Evening Worship
LEBANON BAPTIST
Start this treatment today WEDNESDAY
there is no need to staffer. Ask
(Rev. Z. Cannon. pastor)
7:30 o'cclock, Evening Worship
your druggist for Harvey TabServices held every second
lets. SOLD ONLY AT
7:30 o'clock, Midweek Service
Saturday night at 7:30 o'clock
8:15 o'clock, Choir Practice
WOOD DRUG STORE
and Sunday morning at 11
o'clock.
OGDEN METHODIST
Dr. Summers Brinson, Pastor
Church School, 9:45 o'clock
Morning Worship, 10:45 o'clock
Methodist Youth Fellowship,
6 o'clock
Evening Worship, 7 o'clock
Wednesday Evening Service, 7
o'clock

At The Churches

FIRST BAPTIST
H. G. M. Hatter, Pastor.
9:45 a.m. Sunday School.
11:50 a.m. Morning Service
6:45 p.m. Training Union.

(Cont. from page one)
W. Satterfield (D), Mrs. Amble
Hartigan (R), judges.
Princeton 12 - Mrs. Ray
Farmer (R), clerk; Mrs. L. D.
Piekens, Sr.. (D), sheriff; 3.
William Morgan (12), Press Ad-

Deaths & Funerals
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FOR BEST
CORN PRICES
SEE OR CALL

Phone 2071
PRINCETON, KY.

919111,11.111111111111111111 iiiiii

John E. Young Ins. Agency

Dwelling and apartment rates are affected by a statewide reduction as of July 25, 1949.

This

No policies ef-

Endorsements and credit memorandums are being prepared and will reach our policy holders as
speedily as possible.

by the following Princeton Insurance Agents:

S. Harrison

St.

Phone 2620

C. A. Woodall Insurance Agency
John E. Young Ins. Agency

SALE
Ends Saturday,
July 30
LAMPS:
(Up to 50% off)
Floor and Table Lamps
20% to 50% Off
CRYSTAL:
uioff)
(Up to
1 Pattern of Swedish Crystal
Was $3.110 ea. ..Now $2.00 ea.
1 Pattern of Belgium Crystal
Now $1.115 ea.
Was $2.75 ea.
1 Pattern of Swedish Crystal
Now $2.00 ea.
Was $3.00 ea.
ANTIQUE CHINA:
(Substantial Reductions)
1 Pair Blue and Rose French
Vases
1 Pair Blue and Rose French
Vases, Were $200.00 pr.
$150.00 pr.
NOW
1 Pair French Cornucopia
Vases, Were $185.00 pr.
$140.00 pr.
NOW
1 Blue Ink Well, Booth
China, Was $60.00
$4111.00
NOW
CHANDELIERS:
1 Hand Cut, Imported
Crystal, Was $300.00
$255.00
NOW
1 Hand Cut, Imported
Crystal, Was $235.00
$200.00
NOW

ENGLISH AND
DOMESTIC SILVtR:
1 18-inch Round Tray,
Heavy Border, Was $90 00
$60.00
NOW
2 Antique Sheffield
Candle Snuffers, with
trays, Were $30.00 ea.
$20.00 ea.
NOW
1 5-piece English Plated
Tea Service, Was
$185.00 set NOW $12.5.00 set
1 Sterling Water Pitcher,
Paul Revere Design
Was $100.00. NOW
$75.00

FIGURINES:

(25% off)
1 Gold Framed Mirror,
Was $80.00. NOW
$60.00
I Gilt and Mahogany Mirror,
Was $70.00. NOW
$52.50
1 Antique Walnut Mirror,
Was $45.00. NOW
.$33.75

(25% Off)
25% off
Paynsley Pattern
Virginia Rose Pattern 25% off
Dresden Dinner Plates,
Were $6.50. NOW
35.00
2 12-piece Tray Sets, Were
$16.00 set. 'NOW. $12.80 set
1 12-piece Tray Set, Was
$18.00 set. NOW .$14.40 set

OCCASIONAL
FURNITURE AND
ACCESSORIES:

•
For over 40 years we
have stayed and paid

Phone 3141

Brass Fenders. Andirons
and Firesets
, off
,
20

Established 1907
Phone 2431

N. LUSBY CO.

FIREPLACE
ACCESSORIES:

Reduction In Rates

This ad sponsored

B.

CHINA:

111111111111111111
.
1111.1.111/111.11111111P11111011411.111.1111.1011.4111f110“•11101111

fective prior to that date may be cancelled and rewritten except at short rate.

•

NO. SEE YOUR
CERTIFIED I,..ENNOX
pEALER..HELL MAKE.
YOUR HOUSE WARM
,
AND DRAFT-FREE
ECONOMICAL LY,TOO.'

MISCELLANEOUS:
One lot of Crystal, China,
etc. Values up to $1.25
50c
NOW
One Lot of Crystal, China, „
etc. Values up to $5.00
$1.50
NOW

PRINCETON7MILLS

Marion

•

I'VE GOT COLD FEET
ALL THE TIME....
THINK I SHOULD SEE.
MY DOCTOR?

MIRRORS:

reduction may be applied to policies written on June 11, 1949 and thereafter.

Princeton

The United States has more
than 400 steel plants in 250 cities
and towns.

One Group of Royal Worcester
and Gort Bone China
Figurines 25% 10 33 1-3% off

C. A. Woodall
Insurance Agency

Not for a day but for
all time. '

PLAY SAFE

Precinct Officers

The Leader is authorized to announce the following candidates
for State representative, subject
to the action of the voters at the
primary election, Saturday. Aug.
6, 1949;
Democrats:
WILLIAM L. JONES
• •
The Leader is authorized to announce the following candidates
for county judge, subject to the
action of the voters at the primary
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
CLYDE 0. WOOD
WILLIAM G. PICKERING
Republicans:
GUY W. BLACKBURN
• • •
The Leader is authorized to announce the following candklates
for county attorney, subject to the
action of the voters at the primary
election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
CLAUSCINE R. BAKER
• • •
The Leader is authorized to announce the following candidates
for sheriff, subject to the action
of the voters at the primary election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Democrats:
GLOVER J. LEWIS
HYLAN MITCHELL
SID SATTERFIELD
MACK RUSTIN
MRS. W. OTHO TOWERY
Republicans:
FREDERICK McCONNELL
MITCHELL CLIFT
Leader is authorized to an- ason (R), sheriff; Frank Young
The
:$1c(..ON NEI.I.
nounce the following candidates
tile opportunity to gain practical for county court clerk, subject to (D), Mrs. Luther Barnes (R), Miss Georgia Boaz III
Miss Georgia Boaz is ill of a
experience in a political office, the action of the voters at the judges.,
never having had the privilege of primary election, Saturday, Aug.
Bucksnort 4 - Harlie Tribble severe summer cold at her home
holding one. It is this favor he 6, 1949:
(R), clerk; Mrs. George Lee in Fredonia.
Democrats:
now asks of the people, a fair
Alexander (D), sheriff; Tom
PHILIP STEVENS
trial to serve them in a friendly,
Republicans:
Galloway (It), R. B. Thomas (D),
JOHN B. MORGAN
courteous and efficient manner.
judges.
• • •
He has made no Campaign PromHarmony 1 - Earl Wood (D),
The Leader is authorized to anises or Committments other than
Rogers
nounce the following candidates clerk; , Aaron
OIL
these. He is not obligated to any- for jailer, subject to the action of sheriff; George Dunn (,D), Merle
one concerning deputy officers the voters at the primary election, Keller (R), judges.
and does not intend to be, because Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949:
Harmony 2 - Clint 808Z (R),
Democrats:
he feels that if the people elect
clerk; F. A. Lewis (D), sheriff;
HAMPTON NICHOLS
• • •
him to the office they will also
Cordle Boaz (R), Mrs. Roberta
trust his judgment in picking the
The Leader is authorized to an- Glass (D), judges.
nounce the following candidates
proper help.
Fredonia 1 - Johnson Myers
subWe ask you to help this young for county tax commissioner,
to the action of the voters at (D), clerk; L. C. Sons (R), sherman in this, his first attempt to ject
•
the primary election, Saturday, iff; Mrs. Hugh Yates (D), Mrs.
hold public office in our County. Aug. 6. 1949:
Lena Stone (Ft), judges.
We feel that even the fact that
Republicans:
Fredonia 2 - Imogene WigMISS MAGGIE M. DUNBAR
he is asking for the Nomination,
EARL H. HILLYARD
ginton (R), clerk; Henry Hughes
speaks well for a man this young.
Democrats:
(D), sheriff; Roy Boisture (R).
Voters, give this young man a
MRS. S. J. LARKINS
H. M. Turley (D), judges.
great deal of consideration. We
FLOYD YOUNG
• ..
Fredonia 3 - John Blackburn
need the best material available
The Leader is authorized to an- (D), clerk; Belknap Halyard
in order to have the best possible
nounce the following candidates (R), sheriff; Howard Harper (D),
service for our community.
for magistrate, subject to the actI BLOCK NORTH OF BUTLER Mai
ion of the voters at the primary Herbert Austin (R), judges.
By Friends Interested In the election, Saturday, Aug. 6, 1949.
Republicans:
Republican Nomination of W. FRANK RILEY, DIST. NO. 5 r
Demo::rats:
Frederick McConnell for
JOHN LAWS. DIST. NO. 3

Welcome To Princeton
new or:,
xirnately
. Please
office of
P person,
ling your
-address

I

Political
Announcements
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1 Antique English Mahogany
Butler's Tray, Bar With
Stand. Was $85.00
NOW
$63.50
I Portable Red Leather
Bar with Stand,
Was $50.00. NOW
$18-50
1 Antique French Tole
Tray with Custom made
stand. Was $65.00. NOW $48.75
I Reproduction Solid Mahogany Library Steps.
Was $90.00. NOW. -$67.50
1 Lamp Table, Mahogany
with Satin Wood Band
$26.75
Was $35.00. NOW
I Nest of 4 Tables, Mahogany, Was $90.00
$687.50
1 English Antique Walnut
and Brass Fire Screen
with Petite Point Shield.
Was $100.00. NOW
IVES*

Mark Cunningham
GORDON CAYCE
HOPILINSVILLIC, Ky.

+4,

Thursday, July
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)rage Eight
Germany Or Mexico?
Is Beef Question

Teacher Sheds 50 Lbs.
Wins Beauty Honors

Maggio Using
Spikeless Shoes

Mexico City— (AP) —Occupied Germany and this ancient
By Frank Eck
Aztec capital are in a tug-of-war
(AP Newareattiro Sport. f!MItor)
doesn't
Mexico
meat.
fresh
over
high
had
she
The doctor found
AI' Newsteatureo
Brooklyn, N. Y.—Joe DiMagyear round supply of fat
Fort Dodge la.—Those "before blood pressure and put her on have a
gio
continues to amaze everyand
herself
both
for
cattle
reduced
and alter" reducing pictures are a meatless diet which
authorities one. He was elated over his
Allied
foreigners.
within
pounds
Vee
20
by
Mary
weight
her
tno joke to pretty
showing in the recent . AU-Star
bought fresh meat here to he game in which his double and
a few weeks.
Hanrahan, 20, of Fort Dodge.
of German single drove in three runners
Then she continues, she began added to the ration
This rural school teacher loot
and thus persuade to help the American League
miners,
remained
coal
She
her
diet,
cut
her
to
neglecting
year
a
in
50 pounds
175 pounds during a them to keep on being miners.
weight from 175 to less than 125 at about
1VIexico Gity has long relied on
Fort Dodge junior colpounds. It was hard work, she year at
the rich Huasteca plain for its
lege.
diet,
strict
a
to
stick
to
says,
have
In 1947 she enrolled at Iowa beef. The Huasteca doesn't
but it brought results.
far the enough to go round. Mexico City
College
Teathers
in
State
honors
She won runnerup
term. She detemined to butchers said the cattle were bethe beauty contest staged by the summer
weight and tried a ing sold in Tampico. The governmore
IOINit Press Photographers As- lose
new method—"Just not eating." pient then banned export of
sociation this spring.
She skipped breakfast, had a Huasteca cattle.
The fact that Miss Hanrahan
This brought a protest from
at noon, and ate lightly at
salad
cona
such
enter
even
could
of this the allied occupation authorities
weeks
eight
In
night
of
triumph
test was a personal
she was down in Germany. They said the inrigorous dieting and self denial "starvation diet"
but didn't feel terruption in meat shipments en—a story the judges didn't know. to 155 pounds
dangered their program in Ger"A year ago I would have well. She adds:
pounds went right many. The situation is further
20
"This
enof
thought
the
at
laughed
started teaching in complicated by Mexico's need
tering such a contest," she says. back when I
for dollars. Meat shipments are
in the fall'
school
rural
a
given
have
"For who would
In April of 1948 she asked a paid for in dollars.
my 175 pounds a second look?"
-loosing diet.
The attractive young lady ex- doctor for a weight
out milk, poplains she put on most of her Basically she cut
dessert. She
excessive weight when she was tatoes, bread and
meals exbetween
eat,
doesn't
couple
a
for
but
a child of 12,
or salads withof years did not realize she cept fruit juices
out dressing.
was unusually heavy:
This is what she usually eats:
She says she was misled by
Bpakfast—Toast, orange juice
comments of older persons who
black coffee.
and
a
what
"My
remarked,
often
Hundreds' of farmers are exLunch—Fruit, celery, lettuce,
healthy looking girl!"
pected to be on hand at the exor
egg
boiled
hard
a
sometimes
high
During her senior year in
but no bread. eriment Station Farm, Lexingschool (1946) she weighed 195 some sliced meat,
annual
Evening — A generous portion ton, August 11 and 12,
pounds, and it shocked her into
of vege- field days set apart by the Stagoing to a doctor. Along with of meat and a couple
tion for inspection of work done
her overweight, she says, she tables.
there.
December
last
of
end
the
By
had severe headaches.
Visitors will see results of experiments with tobacco, corn,
forage crops, small grains, fruits
and vegetables as well as with
is
dairy cattle, beef cattle, swine,
sheep and poultry. Guides fami
her with the work will explain
the various projects, trips beginning at 9 a.m, each day.
That the work may be seen to
advantage by smaller groups, the
schedule of events will be repeated the second day.
On Thursday, Aug. 11, counties beginning with letters A
through H are requested to attend. Those counties having letters A, B, C, and D will assemble
at the Stock Judging Pavilion,
while those with letters E, F, G
and H will gather at the Dairy
Center entrance on the Nicholasville Pike.
Friday, August 12, has been
designated as visiting day for
MULEHIDE CORDUROY SHINGLES
counties beginning with letters
75c per gal.
MULEHIDE ROOF COATING, 5 gal. lots
J through W. Counties J, K, L
gal.
per
79
2
PAINT
CASEIN
and M will meet at the Stock
Sc up
ASPHALT TILE, 9s9 blocks, each
Judging Pavilion, and N through
124c up
WALLPAPER, per single roll
W at the Dairy Center entrance.
0/4c
STANDARD ROCK WOOL BATTS, per foot

Experiment Station
At Lexington To
Have Field Days

when
.ick en the Na- spike in the right heel but
wouldn't fit properly," he said.
tionals,
more ektahlon
"Well," tie said, "You can say "I told them to put
I'm going
However,
heel.
the
in
play
guy
a
now that you saw
without the
in the All Star game for the along with the shoe
first time without a spike on spike.'
Jolting Joe considers it his
one heel."
Boston
DiMaggio, who missed the first lucky shoe. He wore it in
first cham85 American League games this when he played his
season because of his trouble- pionship game of the camping
wtecksome right heel, had a special on June 28. He practically
four
shoe made for his right foot but ed the Red Sox, hitting
home runs in the sweep of the
was yet to wear it.
even
"They made me a shoe with a three-game series which

pin an 11 7 s,

28.

Wolves may have five
today is being coarnidered as •
to
personal triumph for DiMaggio teen yr ung in a lines
AJ.)
-- been
Not only have homers
pacing the Yankee attack but
on one of them Ted Williams
of the BOIOX was so anxiotta
to make a catch in the July
4th twin bill at Yankee Stadium
that Ted factored a rib When
he ran into the left field rail-

FIRE
IN SURANC!
MARK CUNNCAINLOLHAliall,
Complete !neuron,.
III W. Market St

ing.
Try a Leader Classified Acil
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COMPETITION
Is Gefting Keener
Every Day..
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"BILL DING'S" Business

AND THE PUBLIC PROFITS!

BUILDING Business

Y
IS OUR
POLIC
IT//ISAAID
PRIDE — ------a
OUR PATRONS MUST
BE SAT/SF/ED!"
--.‘

Millipeds or "thousand legged
worms" have developed many
different species in moist "islands" in the deserts of the U. S.
Southwest where they were isolated from other similar "islands".

. 2078 will
It phone Nocall this office by Saturday noon they will
receive 1 qt. of Warren's 4-hr. Enamel.

SPECIAL
UTILITY SHEATING, per hundred board feet....$4.50
This dry and dressed lumber in pine and hardwoods
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she was down to 125 pounds
and she expects to get down to
a trim 115.
"I feel like a different person
and have so much more pep than
I ever thought possible„" she
says. "I can buy anything I want
in clothes without considering
bow this style or that color will
emphasize my weight.'
What's more, she's a regular
crusader about telling you of
what she calls the folly of
excess weight.

SATINEILUX
SEMI-GLOSS

UTY
GORGEOUS•GLARELESS BEA
ive charm

Gives an attract
to Walls... Ceilings
Woodwork... Cupboards
and Furniture

SATIN-LUX Colors are
Identically Matched
with FLATLUX and

GLOS-LUX Colors.

BEST PAINT -SOLD

*Brushes on easily.,dries quickly
*Leaves no brushmarks
*Hard, satin-smooth finish
*Stays clean longer.,saves work
*Beautiful pastel colors
*Hand -rubbed finish effect on
furniture
*Coversplaster,wood,wallboard
*Washing will not harm the finish
*Economical .. long wearing
Ask for descriptive fold•r
on identically Matched Colors
BY PATTERSON-SARGENT

Only $4.85 per. gal.

McGOUGH PAINT & WALL PAPER STORE
"The Complete Paint Store"
111 W. Ct. Sq,

Phone 2585

Citizen
You or;
City Ordina
cuffing in ci

Friendly business competition in
Princeton gives the buying public better service, wider range of
selection and better prices.
When you start out to shop think
first of the stores that are "on
their toes" — who publicly invite
your patronage.
Most of our businesses are alert,
friendly a n d appreciate serving
you.

Princeton Is An Ideal Trading
Center---And You Always
Save Money By Trading
Here!
This Plan For A More Prosperous Princeton Cheerfully Paid For By:

Corner Drug Store
John E. Young Ins. Agency
Sula And Eliza Nall
Princeton Creamery

Sears Order Office
C. A. Woodall Ins. Agency
Princeton Steam Laundry
Bodenhamer's

Princeton Motor Sales
Rowland Motor Co.
Mark Cunningham, Agt.
Steger Lumber Yard
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Two of the rams and four ewes
were brought by, a Capt. John
MacArthur, who is credited with
being the man who really got
the wool industry started.
Barbara Gors'nly
The industry grew in leaps and
By David Taylor Marke
..ittures
bounds. Quality improved with
AP Newidesturea
Australia —deck . in careful breeding. By 1828
EngSuppose you have learned that
,tralia made its first ex- lish millers were saying Australyour baby is deaf. Probably he
pounds
245
wool
—
ian
wool
was better than any but
fine
is still very young, less than a
the best Garman wools. In 1835
and.
year old, and the deafness is a
season the continent is England imported 4,000,000
great shock to you.
in g around 720,000,000 pounds, then 13,000,000 pounds in
It may seem cruel to say that
1842.
to 40 countries.
you are fortunate in learning of
Australians are on a
Prices were high. Wool bethe deafness so early, write
ng, they say they are rid- came the basic industry of the
Grace Lassman and Harriet
the sheep's back. That is new country. But in 1843 the
Montague in an article eit,itle.d,.
at Australia is doing to. wool bubble burst. Sheep prices
"The Deaf Baby," in the curre
good wool season means in Australia dropped until one
issue of The Volta . Review,
ity for this country's 7,- sheep farmer sold his 9000 sheep
this is true, as there is much you
people, and this year at a shilling per dozen s— 16 cents
can do rie,ht now to help your
rices are higher than U. S. at today's exchange rate.
baby, much that can be done
By 1844, 200,000 sheep had been
fore.
more easily now than later on.
story behind Australia's "boiled down" for tallow. TalKnowing the truth now girs
dustry explains why you low was worth about 8 cents a
you an opportunity to study and
t winter woolies today pound.
adjust and prepare yourself, so
But by the end of 1844 prices
n't prickle. The story goes
adjust and prepare yourself, so
• this country's birthday, were on the rise again. Flocks
that when baby reaches the stage
26, 1788. On that day a were increased. In 1850 there
when he, is ready for formal
of sheep landed with were 16,710,566 sheep in Austrateaching, you will Understand the
lia.
Sheep
convicts.
farmers continued to
t
problem of your child's deafnes.,
• first sheep were a far cry improve their stock. They imand of your child's problems.
fleeced" ported more Spanish merinos,
the "golden
The first thing to remember,
han merinos of today. also Rambouillet merinos from
say the authors, is to relax when
came from the Cape of France, Nigretti merinos from
PCOR` slANT SI
Elmer Lancaster looks over some you begin to teach him, not to
Hope, had hairy fleeces Germany and Vermonts from the mighty tall popcorn stalks in field
near his home in Macon, Ill. be tense and worried about it.
a
United
They
were
valued
States.
tails.
The pop corn—which measures 12 feet, four inches high—is deing Talk to him and
sing to him as
These sheep are the ances- grown by his son, Charles, 16. Macon
as food.
is near Decatur, Ill. (AP you would to any baby.
With a
•ar later 29 Spanish meri- tors of the present day world— Wirephoto)
hearing baby, you do not wonder
rrived in Australia, also famous Australian merino flocks.
whether he understands what
the Cape of Good Hope. Today there are about 70,000,000 Locomotive Bell
Long Jaunt On Bicycle
you say; you just go on talking,
New Delhi—(AP)—A French being sure
Goes To Church
that when speech beSt. Petersburg, Fla.—(AP)— cyclist arrived here recently af- gins to have meaning for him, he
After 30 years on a locomotive, ter an 8,000-mile cycle tour will respond; and this is just as
a brass bell from engine 1509 of covering 14 counties in eight true of the deaf baby.
Everything he touches and
the Atlantic Coast Line now calls months. He is on his way to
feels has an influence on him
the faithful to service at the Saigon.
and an effect on him, and this is
Lakeview Presbyterian church.
Thirty-eight-year-old
Lionel the time to begin making him
formerly
Engine 1509
ran be- Brans set out from Paris Nov. feel at home in his
world. Now
tween Tampa, Fla., and Rich- 14. He travelled on a special- is the time to
talk to him bemond, Va., but it _has been re- built bicycle with carriers at- cause with his
limited range of
tired. The church is in the pro- tached. to contain his clothing, vision it is very
easy to get his
cess of being built and until it is food, water and spare parts.
eyes fixed on your face. He will
finished, services are being held
Himself a cycle manufacturer, learn now, subconsciously, that
in the basement.
You are asked to comply with the
the purpose of his toer is to watching a person's face is someprove the capabilities of his how connected with the answer
own machine. He also hopes to to many of his needs. And . if
"Desert" Is Mormon
City Ordinance in reference to weed
Salt Lake City—(AP)— The set up factories in the Near you talk to him about things that
are right there in front of him
unusual name "Deseret' is wide- East and Asia.
cutting in city lots
This ordinance
In a talk to pressmen here, or within reach of his hands, he
ly used in Utah by institutions
and businesses.. It comes from he said he was twice waylaid will learn to associate those
states that all vacant lots be kept free
the Book of Mormon, in which by bandits—once in the Jugo- things with the movements of
the word deseret is the honey slav-Bulgarian border and later your mouth.
For example, say the authors,
bee. The symbol of the state of in Jordan, but he managed to
of weeds and trash.
escape. He encountered severe "Touch his nese gently and
Utha is the bee hive.
say
cold weather in Iran, necessitat- 'That's your nose. Its a
pretty
merino sheep in this country. ing his stay in hospital for a little
nose." Take his hand and
A penalty will be enforced on
Other breeds bring the sheep fortnight.
touch his nose with it and tell
population to around 110,000,000.
Australia produces more than
those not applying to this ordinance.
half the world's fine quality merino wool. An embargo on the export of merino stock is rigidly
enforced. Australia aims to keep
the fine merino strain she has
developed.
This year's wool check is expected to be more the $595,000,000. The previous high was about
$496,000,000 in 1948.

rattan Wool
World's Eyes

Deafness Need
Not Be Disaster

NOTICE!

New Trustee At UK
J Woodford Harwood, Prestonsburg attorney, IAA week was
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-Noted Historian
To Speak At UK

Fayette County
Homes Fixed Up

Dr/ Douglas Southall Freeman,
appointed to thF University of Pulitzer prize-winning
biograKentucky of Trustees by diver- pher of
Robert E. Lee, will visit
nor _Earle C. Clements. Howard the
University of Kentucky Auglaces Judge Richard C. Stoll, ust 3 for a lecture
on "Young
xington, who died last month Washington and Young
Lee."
after serving on The Board for ,Until recently
the editor of the
nearly 50 years.
Richmond, Va., News Leader,
Dr. Freeman is recognized as
Most rural mail boxes are one of the South's
most eminent
made of galvanized sheet steel. scholars. He currently
is engaged
him again, 'That's your nose." in a six-volume biography of
Put his li;o1.1 o your own nose Washington which, he reports,
a114. sa,y
Mother's nose.' is about half completed. His visit
M.ke it p1ayT,111:kied gentle; make to U. K. is sponsored by the Departments of Journalism, History
it 1,.
and English.

You ought ui be

Fayette county women haVe
made good use of homemakers
club information on home furnishings. In the past nine months,
626 rooms were papered or
painted, woodwork was redone
in 476 rooms, 48 new floors were
finished and 186 old ones refinshed, 558 windows were given
new curtain treatment, and 246
pictures were rehung. Sixty-eight
pieces of furniture were remodeled, 165 were refinshed, 60
upholstered, 51 reseated and 104
were sl ipcovered.
Try a Leader Classified Ad!
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driving a
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1•••••••-- Pontine in
ortisibly prwerl sod always
et °inimical 011 the road.

laimpeo• Rom — Loads
the aparitiii• trunk
of it
of on, orw l'onti•r.

?Win

Illorgeoes hatorfors —
new Rothe. 5,Fi•her
are as beautiful &ninth w•out.

SIM VOIWS•0101.—

Brings you refre•hing
outdoor air. rain or ell tK

111•••111. Side — Pontise's
Traveloa Ride •inooth• th•
roads, alovrtetis thr

Tswil SnotIsslaws—C1.....,
Pontiac's great atraight etitht
ti., ma Either's MI hooey!

n Win alsh1•11cor•e.1 a...61,6.1d for
11'
• new driving outlook

Phailty of Itoset--WIAev aesta.
sTe.er leg room..
rgauli—tou drag roles 10• Pontiac'

Citizens Of Princeton!

J. R. ROSSER,
Chief Of Police

Try a Leader Classified Ad!

Tax Commissioner's Office Is Open
For Benefit of Taxpayers

A f.roduct of General Ussery

M. 81 S. MOTOR 8t IMPLEMENT
201 E. Market St.

Princeton, Ky.

MITCPILIEtTIILIFT

REPUBLICAN

SATURDAY,

PRIMARY

AUG. 6

It shall be the duty of thetaxpayers to appear at the
ax Commissioner's Office. Taxpayers are governed by
he following law, according to the Kentucky Statute
ection 132.220:
"It shall be the duty of persons owning or having
fly interest in taxable property in Caldwell County to
ppear before the tax commissioner between July ,1
nd September 1, 1949, and have same listed."

Mrs. S. J. Larkins
EXPERIENCED AND QUALIFIED

A VETERAN OF WORLD WAR II
A FRIEND YESTERDAY, TODAY AND TOMORROW

•
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White Sox Film Shown
At Rotary Meeting
Thursday Nights

Livestock Market

Hogs and lambs were down
slightly from last week arid the
A color flin of the Chicago cattle market was about on par,
White Sox farm system was with about 300 more head of
shown at Tuesday night's meet- livestock sold this week.
ing of the Rotary Club. The TOTAL HEAD - 1349
Long Fed Steers-424-$25
the appropriation of $15 to the
Short Fed Steers-$21-$23
Board of Directors approved Medium
Quality
Caldwell County State Fair ExButcher Cattle -419-$21
hibit fund. Honored for 2 years Grass Fat
Steers-$21-$23
were
of perfect attendance
Grain on Grass Steers-423425
Oliver C. Allcock and Malcolm
Baby Beeves-$21-$24
Cummins.
Visiting Rotarians
Fat Cows-$16-$18
were Glenn and Newman Purdy,
Canners and Cutters--$11-$15
Dawson Springs. Joe
Mann, Bulls-$17$20
Chicago, Ill., was the guest of
Stock Cattle-$18-$23
Alton Templeton;
Willard
Feeder Cattle-$18-$-22
Mitchell, Louisville, was the
Milk Cows per Head $80 $126
puest of. Julian Littlepage, and
Staff Sergeants Clifton Pruitt, Best Spring Lambs-423
Jr., and Michael Bosack were Medium Spring Lambs--20
the guests of Clifton Pruitt, Sr. VEALS Fancy Veals-$25
Seven farmers in Scott coun- No. 1 Veals-$24
ty harvested Ky. 31 fescue seed No. 2 Veals-$22.50
Throwouts-$17.25
for the first time.
HOGS VICTOR-Jackie, a 185-1b. black panther, was still snarling aft,
200-230-- $21.50
his victory over the 312 lb. gorilla, Barangtu. The pair fought
235-280-$20.50
for two and one-half hours in a five foot square cage at a travel285-400-$19.50
ing show at Liberty Lake, near Spokane, Wash. Barangtu was shot
405-Up-None Offered
after the panther tore off his right arm. Photographer stuck
120-155--$18.50
camera lens through cage bars to get this shot. (AP
Wirephoto)
160-195-421
Roughs 450 lbs & Under--$15.50 J. 0. Hardin's Salary
State
VFW
Commander
Roughs over 450 lbs-$14.50

Boost Held Illegal

Frankfort-(AP)- An opinion
that Hopkinsville City Council
CALL US FOR
illegally raised the salary of
Frankfort, Ky., July 25-(AP) Police Judge John 0. Hardin
PROMPT, SAFE
-The Highway Department call- has been given by Assistant AtLONG-DISTANCE
ed today for bids to -be opened torney General W. Owen Keller.
MOVING SERVICE
here Aug. 12 on improving 260
Walker H. Radford of HopAohor.zed Agent F.
• miles of state and rural roads.
kinsville wrote here in behalf of
Improvements to be paid for a citizens group that Judge HarC/O9Or 14
,
1.dered./NC
out of the additional two cents din's pay was raised early in
• in
35 counties, totalling
1946 following his election in
Arnold Ligon Truck Line miles. They include roads in:216 1945.
Keller explained the State
Contact
gasoline tax include 40 projects Constitution prohibits changing
JAMES D. MASHBURN
Calisle, Christian, Crittenden, the salary of an official during
Phone 2016
Princeton, Ky. Fulton. Hickman, Livingston,
his terns
Lyon, Marshall and Trigg coun%.111111111111111.1.1.110 ties.
READY TO LOAD!

Bids Are Asked On
• W. Kentucky Roads

To Speak Here Monday

Pvt. Stephens Qualifies
As Sharpshooter

FIBERGLAS
Blowing Wool
Is Naturally Better
Four inches of Fiberglas Blowing Wool is equal
to 12 feet solid masonry.
The BEST home appliances today are Fiberglas
insulated. Ships, planes, buses and trains are
insulated with Fiberglas.
Guaranteed life of building against settling,
moisture and rot. Provides no food for rodents
or varmints.
No obligation for free estimates. Call us collect or drop us a card.

EY
WEST. KY.0. BERKL
ROOFING CO.

1723 Broadway

Paducah, Ky.

Phone 275

FOR ROOFING AND SIDEWALL WORK

Louisville,-(AP)--The national conference of Farm Bureau
editors will be held at Kentucky
Dam State Park July 31-Aug. 2.
Following the conference, most
of the editors will spend the
remainder of the week touring
the Tennessee valley. They will
observe water development
hydro-electric development and
soil development projects.

Has

Major Operation
Miss Eloise Jones is recuperating at the Baptist Hospital, Louisville, after undergoing a major
operation recently. Her brother,
Bernard Jones, and Mrs. Jones
were with her several days last
week.

Confidence?
That's No Puzzle ... It's

3

The Caldwell County Board of
'Education will receive sealsd
bids for 5000, more or less,
bushels of lump coal to be delivered to the various schools of
the county.
All bids must be in the office
of the County School Superintendent by 10:00 a.m., Monday
August 1.
The Caldwell County Board
of Education reserves the right
to reject any and all bids.
Clifton Chit, Secretary
Caldwell Co. Bd. of Ed.
Floyd E. Jones,
Chairman
Caldwell Co. Bd. of Ed.
2tc

FOR SALE: Good used Estate
gas range, old drop-leaf walnut table, utility cabinet, 2
chairs. Mrs. Allan Murphey
Phone 2680.
ltp

CHILDRENS SUN SUITS $1.00
Federated Stores
ltc

FOR SALE or trade for Princeton property or vicinity-6
unit modern tourist court on
4 main -highways in Arizona.
Administrator's Notice
Apply Corner Grill, MadisonAll persons holding claims
ville and McGoodwin streets.
against the estate of Mrs. Berdie
ltp
Wylie Dunning will please present same for payment, proper- WANTED: Good, neat girl, white
ly proven, within 30 days. All
or colored, for house work.
persons knowing themselves to
Phone 2291 or apply 205 S.
be indebted to the said estate
Jefferson.
ltp
will please come forward within
30 days and make proper set- PIANOS: Both new rind used.
DYE PIANO CO., 409 S. Main,
tlement.
52tp
,Hopkinsville, Ky.
Farmers Natiqnal Bank,
Admr.
Ste NEEDED-A Rawleigh Dealer for

HONEST

GALVANIZED
ROOFING

E
RELIABLE
BETTER
$ERVICE

Just Received - - - Shipment

6 - 8 - 9 - 10 - 11 - 12 Ft. Lengths
-

Regardless of whether it's D-X Gasoline, Oil or Greases you are in
need of, or just your windshield washed and tires pumped . . .
Dunn and Oliver is the place to go! STOP IN and see if you
don't agrree.
•

LIMITED SUPPLY

and

FEDERATED STORE
will be open from 6:30 to 9 o'clock
THURSDAY NIGHTS
to accommodate workers of the Texas Gas Transmission Corp., and
our local customers.

RED FRONT OFFERS
APPLE BUTTER, Farm Brand
28 oz. jar
ASPARAGUS, Bonny Lass, all green
cut, No. 300 can
PORK & BEANS, Ky. Beauty,
No. 300 can, 3 for
DAISY CHEESE, Wisconsin,
full cream, lb.
CORN, Morristown, white, cream
style, 19 oz. can
FLOUR, Lite Flake, plain
25 lb. bag

D-X MOTOR OILS
R. M. Oliver
Phone 2662

HARD
WARI CO.
(Incorporated,
Tenth and Virginia St.

wry •

•,
' NO;

4*

20
24
25(
43(
15(
g
I 69

FLOUR, Log Cabin, plain
25 lb. bag
ICE CREAM POWDER, Junket

C 1 45

Pkg.
MUSTARD, Economy, Peppery Hot
pure, 2 lb. jar
PEACHES, Remarkable, mixed sizes
29 oz. can
PEAS, Honey Dew, early June, 3
sieve Alaska, 19 oz. can
POTATO SALAD, Lady Betty,
16 oz. jar
SALMON, Chum, North Sea
16 oz. can

10(

15(
221(
131(
221(
41(

APPLE SAUCE, White House
19 ox. can
BABY FOOD, Gerber's, assorted
strained, 454 or. can
TOMATO CATSUP, Naas, Indiana
14 oz. bottle
COFFEE, Loving Cup.
lb, 40c, 3 lbs.

i ll

KRISPY CRACKERS, Sunshine
1 lb. pkg.
WHEAT TOAST WAFERS, Stusshine

ANOt04.111~1011101110/6

31j
(

1 lb. box
FRUIT COCKTAIL, Hunt's
16 oz. can
CONDENSED MILK, Sunshine
tall can
OLIVES, Shufeldt, stuffed
queens, 5 oz. jar
OLIVES, Shufeldt, plain
5 oz. jar
OLEOMARGARINE, Mi Choice
I lb. plain
TOMATOES, Delmonico or May DaY
extra standard 19 oz. can
POTATOES, Nancy Lee, Irish
No. 2 can
.....

63(

ipeline To
ounty In A
WO Weeks
11

CHUCK ROAST
pound

FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
HEAD LETTUCE, 4 doz. size
head

1'

YELLOW ONIONS.
lb. 6c; 5 pounds
WATERMELONS,
pound

Phone 332

Listen to "Bing Sings" Daily WSON, Henderso
n, Ky. 9 A
WVJS 6 P. M. Owensboro., Ky., Week Days
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Red Front Stores
Hopkinsville

.1,-.'r.sotitokr •

J. C. PENNEY CO.

ORANGES, California Sunkist
pound

PLACE YOUR ORDER NOW!

BUNN & OLIVER
FIRESTONE PRODUCTS
S. W.Dunn
N. E. Ct. Sq.

Storks Building
LOUISVILLE 2, KY

• MEAT SPECIALS

V-5 ROOFING

ohnnie M
r Farmer
ky Feder
rners of
entieth ann
, Future
last week
r Farmtr
A's nine d
artin, a m
!a chapter,
and beef
Kentucky
Marcum, J
wo membe

STEIN BROS. & BOY('

STARTING AUG. 4

ROUND OR SIRLOIN STEAK
pound

wo From
nd One F
eceive St
egrees

Maturities 1950 through 1959 to
yieldllp
percent to 3.50 percent according
to
maturities
CIRCULAR UPON REQUEST

STORES OPEN
Thursday Nights

28 GAUGE

A Me
edonia
rmer I

School Building Revenue
3/
1
2% - 3 3-4% Bonds

MISSES & CHILDREN'S Swim
suits $1.00 & $2.00 Federated
Stores
Ito
FOR SALE-For clean, used cars
and trucks, see Randolph
Motors. Ford Sales and Service.
lie

olurne 7

$140,000
Crittenden County Kentucky

FOR SALE or will trade for MEN'S Panama hats values to
desirable city property, small
$4.98 to clear at $2.97. Federfarm, approximately 20 acres,
ated Stores.
ltc
one mile west of Princeton
on Old Fredonia Road, 5 room "LOOK! ! Don't forget our automobile auction sale every satdwelling, furnace, electricity,
urday beginning at 10:30 A.
bath, outbuildings. Priced reaM. rain or shine. We sell insonable. Phone 2592. Raymond
doors. $2.00 if car or truck
Jenkins.
ltp
doesn't sell-410 if they do sell.
MISSES Shorts and pedal pushAnybody can sell, anybody can
ers $1.00 & 1.66. Federated
buy. Main Street Car Exchange
Stores.
He
& Auction Co., Hopkinsvile,
Ky."
ltc
GLASS:
AUTO
Sheet safety
glass cut and installed in all FOR SALE; Outboard Motors for
cars. Williams Texaco Service
Cruiser control, shift to ScottStation, Corner Plum & main
Atwater. Warm up in neutral]
Phone 557.
tfc
shift to reverse and forward. 4
h. p. 5 h. p. and 71
/
2 h. p. with
CHILDREN sheer dresses, 3 to 6
$1.00 & $2.00. Federated Store.
ltc

WINN(
YEAR

In the opinion of Counsel, exempt
from al
present Federal and Kentucky
Income toxii
and present Kentucky ad valorem tax

slightly' used. Priced to sell. FOR expert paint and body reSee or call James A. Hubbard.
pairs, see Randolph Motors.
Route 2.
ltp
For Sales and Service.
ltc

FOR SALE: New modern house,
just finished, four rooms, builtin bath, steel cabinet sink.
Immediate possession, vacant.
Locust and 300 Hawthorne,
Princeton. Priced cheap for
quick sale, $3000. Phone 3671,
, A. B. Holland, Eddyville. ltp

ALEE

NEW 'ISSUE

WATCH MAKING; All makes
and models. Clocks, Jewelry
repaired. All work guaranteed.
MEN'S Tropical worsted suits
Chas. "Pete" Russell, certified
blue or tan, $18.50. Federated
watchmaker.
H. C. Russell,
Stores
ltc
tfc
Prop.
MEN'S
Sport
or dress shirts $1.50
FOR SALE: McCormick-Deering
ea Federated Stores.
ltc
electric separator. No 21;

FOR SALE: Used ice boxes, McConnell Electric Co.
tfc

Notice

FFICIENT

S.

SPECIAL: Close-out sale-2 new
house trailers, 1, 271
/
2ft., $1600.
/
2 ft., $905; at Madden
One 181
Trailer Park, Highway 41,
South Evansville, Ind. Across
street from Brown Derby. ltp

Mrs. W. M. Cartright, who was
a correspondent for the Leader
54 years before moving to LouPrivate Robert A. Stephens,
isville, is visit ing elstives in
son of Mr. and Mrs. S. Stephens,
the county and is sending news
Route 3, Princeton, has qualified
from Sand Lick Road while here.
as a sharpshooter with his basic
weapon, the carbine. He comIn Kenton county, 456 women BOYS Tom Sawyer sport shirts
pleted a range firing course re8 to 16 values to $3.29 to clear
are members of homemakers
cently at Camp Drake, Tokyo,
at $1.00 Federated Stores
clubs.
ltc
Japan. On duty with the 27th
FOR ELECTRICAL Appliances
Ordance Maintenance Company,
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE
and Electrical Supplies, visit
First Cavalry Division. Private
All
persons having claims
Stallin.s and Kennedy Electric
Stephens is a supply clerk whose
against the estate of Eliza N.
Service, 124 E. Main St., Phone
duties consist of receiving, storHubbard, deceased, are to pre3180 or 2389. Work guaranteed.
ing, and issuing automotive acsent same, properly proven, to
tfc
cessories, Spare parts and tools
me on or before Thursday, July
in connection with such opera28, 1949. All owing the estate are FOR SALE: Washing machine;
tions as military motor pool, reSewing machine; high chair;
to pay debts by same time.
pair shop, parts supply depot or
play pen; end tables. Call 2323.
Mark Cunningham,
warehouse.
Administrator
3tc

Nat'l Farm Bureau

'AY 28,3
The U. S. produces more than
flow- grass, Litt,
half the world's output of steel small grain
anri
shift. Williams Texaco Service prevent ef051011
City of Princeton Dawson
t,,
StationPlum and Main St. was seen in r
Springs 1500 families, where
Phone 2445.
tfc following hea vy rains
products sold many years.
Real opportunity for permanent, profitable, work. Start
promptly. Write Rawleigh's
Depart. KYG-891-232, Freeport, Ill.
3tp

Classified Ads

Thomas H. Duggan, State commander, Veterans of Foreign
Wars, will discuss the condition
of the State department of VFW
and of VFW posts in Kentucky
at a regular meeting of the post
here at 7:30 o'clock, Monday FOR SALE-Used Maytag washer. McConnell Electric.
ltc
night, August 1, in the Post
Home. Other State VFW officials
SEE the new Vitalaire refrigeraare expected to attend the meettor; designed especially for
ing, C. R. Baker, State junior
homes without electricity or
vice-commander, said.
gas; a modern ice-box. Citizens
Ice Co.
3tc

Sends News From Sand
Lick Road Community
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